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Nuclear Structure Studies in the Quark-Meson Coupling Model
by Kay Marie MARTINEZ
The Quark-Meson Coupling (QMC) model provides a description for nuclear
structure starting from the level of quarks within nucleons so that the nuclear
interaction is described through the exchange of mesons. Apart from the central
contribution derived from the model, spin-orbit and spin-tensor terms arise nat-
urally within the QMC framework and are fully expressed in terms of existing
QMC parameters, thus adding no new parameters in the model. The latest ver-
sion, QMCπ-III, further derives the pairing interaction from the QMC model, so
that the total number of parameters is significantly reduced to only five.
The focus of this research is on the parameter optimisation of the QMC model
throughout the stages of its development and its implementation for the study
of finite nuclei. The final sets of QMC parameters at each stage, consistent with
nuclear matter properties, were determined using a robust optimisation proce-
dure and then relevant statistics such as parameter errors and correlations were
computed. The model was then used to investigate several nuclear properties for
even-even nuclei across the present nuclear landscape.
The model showed a continuous improvement in comparison with experi-
ment as the model developed, reproducing experimental data for various energy
and radius observables even for nuclei which were not included in the fit. In
QMCπ-III, binding energy and rms charge radius deviations from experiment
were decreased to 0.3% and 0.5%, respectively, for all even-even nuclei with
available data. Furthermore, calculations were extended for nuclear observables
which had not been part of the fitting procedure. QMC results for separation
energies and deformations up to the superheavy region, were shown to be com-
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In the early nuclear theory, nucleons which compose the atomic nucleus were
considered as structureless point particles and the nuclear forces between them
were investigated on that basis. Several studies were made in this framework to
understand nuclear structure which include effective field theory methods such
as quantum hadrodynamics (QHD) [1, 2], and density dependent approaches like
Gogny forces [3] and relativistic mean field (RMF) models [4, 5]. Numerous re-
searchers have dealt in one of these frameworks in order to describe nucleon-
nucleon (NN) interaction and to simulate nuclear properties consistent with ex-
perimental results.
A significant advance in understanding nuclear structure was made possible
by working at the level of quarks and mesons within the nuclear environment.
Ref. [6] reports this new outlook in describing nuclear structure and nuclear mat-
ter properties posing another perspective in the study of the strong nuclear force.
The paper argued that the structure of a nucleon is altered when bound in the
nuclear medium contrary to the conventional notion of being unaltered when it
is deemed free.
The subnucleonic level prescription, referred to as the Quark-Meson Coupling
(QMC) model, was first proposed by Guichon in 1988 [7] to explain the mecha-
nism of nuclear matter saturation. The formalism is built on the quark compo-
sition of the nucleon such that NN interaction is characterized by their meson
exchange and the strength of interaction is described by QMC parameters. In
its original framework, QMC utilises the MIT bag model of a nucleon where
the quark field equations are expressed as a function of spacetime coordinates
of quarks within the bag, along with the bag radius and the coupling constants of
quarks to the mean scalar and vector meson fields, σ̄ and ω̄ respectively. Further,
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the model assumes that nucleon bags do not overlap and that quarks, moving
relativistically, will have enough time to adjust in the time-frame of nucleon mo-
tion. The advantage of the QMC model is that it takes into account the relativistic
nature of quarks which results in a more rapid increase in ω-exchange repulsion
than the σ-exchange attraction as the nucleon density increases thereby providing
an explanation for nuclear matter saturation.
Another advantage of the QMC model is that it naturally incorporates all the
contributions present in other established mean-field models, while the number
of model parameters necessary to calculate various nuclear properties is signifi-
cantly reduced. That is, while other models require ten or more parameters, the
QMC model in its latest development, only needs five. In addition, the QMC
parameters have direct physical significance as they describe the strength of NN
interaction through the coupling of quarks to mesons, as opposed to the arbitrary
parameters in other nuclear models [8, 9, 10]. More importantly, the QMC model
can be subjected to fewer parameter variations, with only one final parameter
set at every stage of model development, so that parametrisations are not as var-
ied as in other existing models. Furthermore, application of the model promises
a possible explanation for the nuclear EMC effect and poses a reconsideration of
nuclear properties which can be subjected to future experimental verifications [6].
The study of nuclear structure and interactions at the subnucleonic level, gives
new insights in understanding subatomic forces, most importantly the strong nu-
clear force which is not yet fully understood up to this day. Quantum chromody-
namics (QCD), a local gauge field theory, is by far the leading theory to explain
fundamental strong interactions, starting at the level of quarks and gluons. The
QMC model, though employing mean-field approximations, is already built from
the quark level so that it paves a way to a novel and arguably better picture of
internucleon and even other hadron-hadron interactions.
1.2 Related literature
1.2.1 QMC model for infinite nuclear matter
Since the introduction of the simple QMC model, various studies have been de-
voted to its applications and development. Ref. [11] extended the model by
adding some density dependence of the bag constant; one by coupling it directly
to the scalar meson field and another by expressing it in terms of the effective nu-
cleon mass. The latter resulted in a reduced bag constant as the nucleon density
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increased, thereby substantiating the assertion that nucleon structure is affected
in medium. This is also true when meson exchange effects and pionic contribu-
tions are incorporated to the simple QMC model where the readjustment of QMC
constants is necessary to account for the corresponding responses of in-medium
hadrons [12]. Furthermore, extending the model by adding Fock terms to better
account for the exchange and pionic contributions, increased the single-nucleon
scalar and vector potentials which is expected to play a role in the level split-
ting of finite nuclei. It also opened the question of how chiral symmetry affects
in-medium nucleons and nuclear matter properties [13].
In another attempt to address chiral symmetry in the QMC model, gluonic
exchange and pionic effects were included through a self-consistent approach by
employing the cloudy bag model, instead of the MIT bag in the original QMC
model, for symmetric nuclear matter having equal number of protons and neu-
trons [14]. This chiral QMC (CQMC) model investigated within the effective field
theory adds an axial vector coupling constant which accounts for axial symme-
try breaking. Results of CQMC show that the scalar polarisability, which char-
acterises the quark response in the scalar meson field, decreases as the baryon
density increases leading to nuclear matter saturation, and thus attaining an in-
compressibility value closer to experimental results compared to the traditional
QHD calculations.
Nuclear matter can be studied within three broad categories: the symmetric
nuclear matter (SNM) where there are equal number of protons and neutrons,
pure neutron matter (PNM), and asymmetric nuclear matter (ANM) where there
is neutron excess in the nuclei. In Ref. [15], the QMC model was studied for dense
baryon matter applications. Nuclear properties like binding energy per particle
and symmetry energy were calculated for pure neutron matter and symmetric
nuclear matter and checked against the Skyrme counterpart. It was found that
at higher densities, hyperons are present which contributes to the reduction of
the maximum mass of neutron stars. The role of hyperons in neutron stars were
further investigated in Ref. [16] where constraints due to its inclusion in the QMC
equation of state were discussed.
Another development in QMC model was made in Ref. [17] where the simple
QMC model was extended to include full Fock terms in addition to the Hartree
mean-field approximation and applied to the case of infinite SNM, PNM, ANM,
and even to accommodate a broader case of dense nuclear matter in β-equilibrium.
Calculations for SNM and PNM in terms of the density-dependence of pressure
falls within the upper limits of observational data even when they are constrained
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due to charge symmetry and strangeness conservation. For the ANM case, com-
putations are centered on the symmetry energy which is expressed in terms of
an expansion containing its slope, curvature, and skewness. They found that the
additional Fock terms result in a curvature for the symmetry energy as with its
slope and although their values are larger, they still fall within the broader range
of experimental and theoretical results. Furthermore, calculated values around
nuclear matter densities agree with the chiral effective theory for PNM densities,
though they give a stiffer equation of state compared to other models above sat-
uration density values.
In Ref. [18], a modified QMC (MQMC) approach is presented wherein rela-
tivistic independent quarks in an equally mixed scalar-vector harmonic potential
is considered instead of the MIT bag model for the nucleon in the original QMC
configuration. Further in this new set-up, they have taken into account the spu-
rious center of mass corrections, one-gluonic exchange and pionic effects due to
chiral symmetry restoration. Nuclear matter saturation properties are then com-
puted for SNM for chosen quark masses and compared to the results from simple
QMC and other point-like nucleon models. Ref. [19] further enhanced the MQMC
model by adding the previously neglected isovector ρ meson contribution and is
then utilised to study symmetry energy of ANM. The symmetry energy equation
used is the same as that in Ref. [17] where it is taken as the difference between the
binding energy per nucleon in PNM and in SNM. It must be reiterated that this
approximation is only valid under the earlier stated assumptions in Ref. [17].
1.2.2 QMC model: Towards finite nuclei
All of the mentioned modifications to the original QMC model aimed to exploit
the present knowledge of nucleon structure for nuclear matter but it is also sought
to extend these developments to physical finite nuclei which is the main focus in
nuclear physics. The first development of the original QMC model from the nu-
clear matter set-up to the case of finite nuclei, is reported in Ref. [20]. By imposing
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to determine the equation of motion of the
nucleon through an effective field theory, the meson mean fields were obtained
through a self-consistent approach and the model was also extended to the rela-
tivistic case. This general formalism was shown to be applicable in the study of
both nuclear matter and finite nuclei. For the latter case, initial results from the
model are comparable with the earlier results from QHD [1] and experimental
data for 16O and 40Ca nuclei.
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Another extension towards finite nuclei was made in Ref. [21] by dealing with
the spatial nonuniformity of the equations of meson fields within the nucleon bag
and throughout the nucleus. Spherical finite nuclei were considered with this
treament and found to be consistent with results of other earlier methods. The
study opened new pathways in the treatment of finite nuclei and their properties
across the nuclear chart but it must be noted that in their treatment, problems of
spurious center of mass and pionic contributions are not yet addressed.
A comprehensive review of the QMC model and its developments for the
non-relativistic and relativistic cases and for both nuclear matter and finite nu-
clei is presented in Ref. [22]. A number of specific closed shell finite nuclei were
taken and the treatment was even extended to strange and exotic hypernuclei.
Results for the nuclear properties show significant improvement over the con-
ventional QHD and RMF models, which is attributed to the fact that the QMC
framework naturally includes spin-orbit splitting inherent to finite nuclei. The
QMC configuration utilised in their study addressed the center of mass correction
and takes into account pionic effects under two QMC model variations: QMC-I
where mesons are considered structureless, and QMC-II where the quark-nature
of mesons are taken into account. Despite the success of the results, it is noted
that further examination must be performed for scalar polarizability which af-
fects the QMC computations. Additionally, the set-up can be used to study other
finite nuclei and compute their nuclear properties.
A significant development in the study of finite nuclei within the QMC model
was reported in Ref. [8], where the QMC energy density functional (EDF) was
employed to investigate nuclear properties of even-even finite nuclei across the
nuclear chart. This version of the QMC EDF only contains four model parame-
ters, namely, the coupling strengths of the σ, ω, and ρ mesons, and the σ meson
mass. Further, the EDF can be divided into its various contributions: the density-
dependent terms, effective nucleon mass term, finite size effects and spin-orbit
coupling terms. The last two components are for finite nuclei and are equal to
zero for infinite nuclear matter. QMC results were shown to be generally consis-
tent with experiment as well as with results from the finite-range droplet model
(FRDM) [23] and Skyrme force SV-min [24]. Notably, QMC gives smaller root-
mean-square deviation for superheavy nuclei and predictions for the deforma-
tion parameter are also comparable to those of FRDM and SV-min, even with
significantly fewer parameters in the QMC model. It is found, however, that the
value of the incompressibility obtained from QMC has a higher value compared
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to those of Skyrme models. It was noted in the paper that inclusion of the single-
pion exchange, which will be reported in the future, is expected to lower the value
of incompressibility closer to the acceptable range.
In a recent progress report in Ref. [25], a comprehensive survey of the QMC
model and its developments were presented, alongwith its applications in the
study of finite nuclei and hadronic matter in neutron stars. The underlying phys-
ical theory of the model was reviewed and necessary equations were rederived.
Results from the latest developments of the model showed significant improve-
ments in its predictions for several observables in both nuclear matter and finite
nuclear systems. More importantly, since QMC is built on the idea that hadron
structure changes when it is bound in-medium, signatures of these changes in
view of the EMC effect and Coulomb sum rule, were discussed. These results are
much anticipated in future experiments.
In this research, it is proposed to extend the applicability of the QMC model
towards a broader study of nuclear structure for finite nuclear systems across the
nuclear chart. This is done by implementing a robust optimisation procedure
to determine the sets of QMC parameters at each stage of model development,
such that available experimental data for several nuclear observables of even-
even finite nuclei, are reproduced. Theoretical predictions for regions where data
is unavailable, are also sought for. These results will be useful in the near future
as experiments work closely with theory to gain deeper understanding on the
physics behind the structure of an atomic nucleus.
This thesis is arranged as follows. In Chapter 2, the mean-field contribu-
tions to the QMC model energy density functional are derived along with dis-
cussions on other contributions coming from Coulomb terms, pairing interaction
and center-of-mass correction. Various nuclear observables are then reviewed
and discussed in Chapter 3 which are used in the description of nuclear prop-
erties in the succeeding chapters. Chapter 4 presents the QMC model develop-
ments as well as the modern optimisation procedure done in the latest versions of
the model. In Chapter 5, QMC results for nuclear properties along magic chains
of nuclei are presented and discussed. In Chapter 6, calculations for energy ob-
servables and deformation properties using the QMC model are extended to the
superheavy region. In Chapter 7, QMC model predictions are then extended for
all even-even nuclei in the nuclear chart with discussions on energies, nuclear
sizes and shapes. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the summary and conclusion as
well as some outlook for future work.
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FIGURE 2.1: The atomic nucleus in the QMC model.
In this chapter, the physical theory behind the QMC model is discussed. From
the model, an energy density functional (EDF) is derived in a low density and
non-relativistic regime, which gives the mean-field contributions to the total en-
ergy of an atomic nucleus. Other contributions to the total energy which are
coming from Coulomb effects, pairing interaction and center-of-mass correction,
are also presented in this chapter.
In the framework of the QMC model, the atomic nucleus is pictured as com-
posed of non-overlapping nucleon bags, Figure 2.1. Using the MIT bag model,
three quarks are confined in each bag. Since quark motion is relativistic, they
are assumed to have enough time to adjust to the local applied fields in the in-
stantaneous rest frame, R′(t), of the nucleon. As quarks couple to mesons in the
nuclear medium, interactions are described through the scalar σ meson which
corresponds to the intermediate range attraction and the vector meson ω which
corresponds to the short range repulsion. The vector-isovector ρ meson accounts
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for isospin dependence [20]. Contributions coming from very short distance in-
teractions, which are the δ piece and tensor effects, are removed since the model
assumes that the bags do not overlap. The derivation for the QMC model can
be found in Ref. [25]. Here, the necessary derivations are reiterated along with
discussions of the latest developments in the model.








~Ri)) + giωω(~Ri) + gρ~Ii · ~B(~Ri) + Eσ + Eω,ρ , (2.1)
where M?i (σ), ~Ri, ~Pi are the effective mass, position and momentum of baryon i,
respectively, and σ(~Ri), ω(~Ri) and ~B(~Ri) are the meson fields. Note that ~B is used
for the ρ meson field so as not to confuse with the nucleon density ρ . Further in
the ρ contribution,~Ii is the isospin of the baryon.
The nucleon moves in the external σ field, thereby effecting a change in the
nucleon mass. The effective nucleon mass, M?(σ), determined by solving the
bag equations, is defined as




where M is the nucleon mass, gσ is the coupling to the σ meson in free space, and
d, a unique quantity of the QMC model, is referred to as the scalar polarisability.
The value of d is dependent on the chosen bag radius. For finite nuclei, it is taken
as d ≈ 0.18 fm, corresponding to a bag radius of 1 fm.
Apart from the energy of quarks, the mesons also contribute to the total en-






























where V(σ) is the potential energy which will be defined in the following section.
mω and mρ are the masses of the vector mesons and the subscript α of the ρ meson
field ~B, represents the isospin component where only α = 3 contributes in the
mean-field approximation.
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Each of these contributions to the total QMC Hamiltonian are discussed in the
following sections.
2.1 The σ meson Hamiltonian
Upon solving for the equation of motion of the σ meson contribution, the field











i (σ) . (2.3)











accounting for σ mass and its cubic self-coupling. The quartic term ensures the
existence of solution in high densities. For finite nuclei, where saturation density
is only ρ ≈ 0.16 fm−3, the parameter λ4 can simply be set to zero.
2.1.1 Expansion about the mean σ field
To solve for the σ Hamiltonian, it is assumed that the σ field can be written into








The σ field equation in Eq. (2.3) can then be expressed as
−∇2(σ̄ + δσ) + dV
dσ
(σ̄ + δσ) = −∂K
∂σ
(σ̄ + δσ) . (2.6)
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For brevity,~r dependence is dropped for the moment. To separate the mean and
fluctuation parts further, the derivatives of K are expanded about their expecta-
tion values such that
−∇2(σ̄ + δσ) + dV
dσ







































are then considered as small quan-
tities.























The fluctuation part is simplified further by multiplying both sides of the equa-
tion by δσ and then integrating by parts so that the first term of the left-hand side












, where total derivatives



























Note that the term δσ dVdσ (δσ) = m
2
σ(δσ)
2 + ... contains higher orders of fluctuation.
Keeping only terms up to the first order in fluctuation, this contribution from the
potential, as well as the contribution from the second derivative of K in Eq. (2.10)
will be neglected.
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Thus, the σ part of the QMC Hamiltonian, including the mean and fluctuation



















Taking the expectation value of Hσ in Eq. (2.11) and splitting the expression
























where 〈δσ〉 = 0 was set in 〈H fσ〉.
Now, in the fluctuation part, an expression for δσ is needed. Going back to
the field equation in Eq. (2.8), with dVdσ ≈ m
2
σδσ and using the identity in Eq. (2.9),
gives





































































where again 〈δσ〉 was set to zero.
In the expressions for the mean and fluctuation parts of 〈Hσ〉 in Eqs.(2.12) and
(2.15), what is now left to be solved are the expressions for K and its derivative.
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where a†α, aα are the creation and annihilation operators for the complete 1-body












a†~k a~k′ , (2.16)
where V is the normalisation volume.
2.1.2 Expansion for finite nuclei
In a non-relativistic expansion, the number density D(~r) and the kinetic density
















Using these expressions, the operator K in Eq. (2.16) and its derivative become



















(−gσ + dgσσ̄) ,
(2.18)
where the derivative of M?(σ̄) in Eq. (2.2) is used in the last equation. Applying
these expressions to the σ meson field equation in Eq. (2.7) and upon using the
expression for potential in Eq. (2.4), gives




2 = 〈D(~r)− ξ(~r)
2M?2(σ̄)
〉gσ (1− dgσσ̄) . (2.19)
The expectation value on the right-hand side of the equation is solved using the
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where ρ and τ are the particle and kinetic densities, respectively.
To simplify the σ field equation, both sides of Eq. (2.19) are multiplied with the
factor gσ
m2σ


















Then, defining the parameter Gσ =
g2σ
m2σ
and rewriting in powers of v, the σ field
equation is now expressed as
λ3
2




Now let v0 be the solution of the homogeneous equation
λ3
2
Gσv20 + (1 + dGσρs) v0 − Gσρs = 0 .
Then,
v0(ρs) =






Going back to the field equation in Eq. (2.21), one can write the complete so-















At the leading order, v0 → v0(ρ) and ρs → ρ for δv. Then, the complete solution


































Finally, applying this solution to the σ field Hamiltonian in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.15)
and keeping only terms linear in τ and ∇2, yields, for the mean-field part,
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The simplification employed for the fluctuation part is detailed in Appendix B.2.
2.2 The ω meson Hamiltonian
The field equation for the ω meson is







where D(~r) is the normal density operator from the source of the ω meson field.








∇2D(~r) + . . .
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∇2D(~r) + . . .
]
D(~r) .
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Using the Fermi traces in Appendix B.1 for the expectation values, the final ex-






















2.3 ρ Meson Hamiltonian
For the ρ meson, the field equation is








where I is the isospin operator and, in the last equation, Dα is the density oper-
ator for the source of the ρ meson field with isospin index α. Again, solving the
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∇2Dα(~r) + . . .
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Dα .














With the expectation values given in Appendix B.1, the ρ meson Hamiltonian
can be written as































where~Imm′ ·~Im′m = δmm′m2 + (δm,m′+1 + δm′,m+1)/2.
2.4 Spin-dependent interaction
The contribution of spin-orbit force in the QMC Hamiltonian was first derived by
effecting a slowly-varying field in the nuclear volume. Taking the nucleon mo-
tion to be non-relativistic, it can then be assumed that quarks, which are moving
relativistically, will have enough time to adjust to the local fields. The interaction
Lagrangian is obtained through the self-consistent interaction of the quarks to the
scalar and vector mesons. This allows one to rewrite the total Hamiltonian into
the central and the spin-orbit part, with the latter taken as a perturbation [20].
The spin-orbit interation can be written as a sum of the magnetic and pre-
cession components. The magnetic part accounts for the magnetic interaction
between quarks and the mean fields, while Thomas precession accounts for the







~S · ~∇(gbωω) +
µIV(σ)
µN
~S · ~∇(gρ~B ·~I)
)
× ~P ,





Mb(σ) + gbωω + gρ~B ·~I
)
× ~P , (2.26)
where M is the free nucleon mass, M?(σ) is the effective nucleon mass, ~S and ~P
are the spin and momentum of the baryon,~I is its isospin, ~B is the isovector field
and µIS,IV(σ) are the isoscalar and isovector magnetic moments taken in the local
scalar field.
The expressions for the spin-orbit contribution in Eq. (2.26), arise solely from
the time component of the vector meson fields. To account for the space compo-
nents of the vector mesons, one can start from the One Boson Exchange potential
where both time and space components can be derived. The complete derivation
is presented in Appendix B.3.
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Dropping some terms which are time-reversal odd and not needed in the
present work, the full spin dependence of the EDF derived from the QMC model















































(2µIV − 1) Gρ .
2.5 The single pion exchange contribution
Due to the long range nature of pion exchange, its contribution cannot be taken
as in the heavy mesons but is, instead, solved using low density approximation.
Starting from the interaction of a nucleon in a nuclear pion field φα, one can write
an expression for the energy in terms of the source ~jαπ(~r) and then construct the
Hamiltonian, Hπ. Solving for the expectation value of Hπ leads to computing at





















k2 + k′2 − 2kk′u + m2π
.
where gA = 1.26, fπ = 0.93 MeV, the pion mass is taken to be mπ = 140 MeV
and kF is the Fermi momentum. The derivation for this expression can be found
in Appendix B.4.
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2.6 Other contributions to the total EDF
Just as in the traditional liquid-drop model, the binding energy of the atomic
nucleus has other contributing factors aside from the volume and surface terms.
These two terms together with the asymmetry affects are already contained in
the QMC Hamiltonian using mean-field theory. The other contributions coming
from Coulomb and pairing interactions, as well as the center-of-mass corrections,
are discussed in this section.
2.6.1 Coulomb terms
In a nuclear system, an additional interaction exists between protons as they are
charged. The standard prescription for Coulombic interaction is taken on top of
the QMC model as in the Skyrme forces in Refs. [24, 26], for instance.
The direct term for Coulomb can be calculated exactly for point-like protons








where e is the electric charge. The exchange term, on the other hand, is computed









Pairing is an essential component to the overall energy of a nuclear system as it
accounts for the occupation of nucleon states in the single-particle spectra. There
are a number of available energy functionals that can be employed to describe
the pairing interaction. For modeling of the finite nucleus, the QMC EDF is aug-
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where q ∈ (p, n) for pairing between protons and between neutrons. The pairing









where Vq is the pairing strength parameter, ρc is the critical density which is usu-
ally approximated to be equal to the saturation density, ρ0 = 0.16 fm−3, and α is
an additional parameter to further simulate a density-dependent pairing interac-





q , with χq(~r) = ∑
a∈q
uava|φa(~r)|2 , (2.30)
where va and ua =
√
1− v2a are the BCS occupation amplitudes and a stands for
quantum numbers of a single-particle state.
From the expression for Gq(~r), one can choose to employ a volume/delta force
(DF) pairing, a surface/density-dependent delta interaction (DDDI) pairing, or a
mixed pairing by setting the following values:
ρc = ∞ volume or DF pairing (2.31)
ρc ∼ 0.16 fm−3; α = 1.0 surface or DDDI pairing (2.32)
ρc and α are variables mixed pairing (2.33)
The pairing strengths Vp and Vn for proton and neutron, are two additional pa-
rameters which need to be fitted to experimental pairing gap data.
Within the QMC framework, the pairing force can be seen as the interaction
between nucleons modified by medium effects. In the same way as the HF po-
tential is treated in the Bogoliubov theory, the pairing potential can be computed










where scalar polarisability is modified to d′ = d + 13 Gσλ3 due to the cubic self-
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Upon comparison with Eq. (2.29), this allows one to identify
Vq = Gσ − Gω − Gρ/4 , ρc =
Gσ − Gω − Gρ/4
dG2σ
, and α = 1 . (2.36)
2.6.3 Center-of-mass correction
Apart from Coulomb and pairing contributions in the total QMC EDF, the center-
of-mass correction, Ec.o.m., is also taken outside of the mean-fields. As in the










The ultimate goal of an energy density functional (EDF) is to be able to simulate
real-life, measureable quantities as well as to provide predictions for those which
are not yet known experimentally. There are two areas in nuclear structure which
an EDF should be able to describe: 1) a system of infinite nuclear matter, and 2) a
system of finite composition as in the case of the atomic nucleus. In this chapter,
various nuclear observables are discussed which are used to characterize the two
areas of study.
3.1 Infinite nuclear matter
In the domain of infinite nuclear matter, nucleons are taken to interact with each
other with uniform density ρ over an infinite volume such that surface effects are
neglected. The EDF then greatly simplifies since all gradient terms which account
for finite-size will vanish. Here, 〈H〉 is reduced to 〈H〉NM for the nuclear matter
energy density which is fully expressed in terms of the total density ρ = ρp + ρn
where ρp,n are proton and neutron number densities.
It is helpful to consider three different categories of nuclear matter. The most
common is symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) which is an idealized infinite sys-
tem containing equal numbers of protons and neutrons. In this case, the nucleon
densities can be written as




so that the EDF is only a function of the total density.
The difference in proton and neutron numbers can be accounted by defining




[1∓ β] . (3.2)
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The special case β = 0 then corresponds to SNM. When β = 1 the proton density
becomes zero and the total density is just that of the neutrons; such is the case for
pure neutron matter (PNM).
Where β lies between 0 and 1 gives a combination of unequal numbers of







This case is referred to as the asymmetric nuclear matter (ANM).
To summarize, the energy density for the three types of nuclear matter in
terms of ρ and β can be written as
〈H〉NM(ρ, β) =

〈H〉SNM if β = 0,
〈H〉ANM if 0 < β < 1,
〈H〉PNM if β = 1.
(3.4)
In the following subsections, the properties related to the three cases of nuclear
matter are discussed.
3.1.1 Energy and pressure
One significant description for the structure of nuclear matter is how much en-
ergy each bound nucleon has, as it interacts with all the other particles in the
system. The binding energy per particle E of cold matter containing protons and






Nuclear matter reaches saturation when the binding energy per nucleon is a min-
imum; that is, when the nucleonic pressure, P, goes to zero. The density where
this occurs is known as the saturation point, ρ0, and energy at this point is often




→ 0, ρ = ρ0 . (3.6)
SNM is known to be bound at ρ0 ∼ 0.16 fm−3 with energy E0 ∼ –16 MeV. It is
customary to use properties of the SNM at saturation to constrain parameters of
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nuclear structure models.
Figures 3.1 (a) to (c) show the binding energy per nucleon as a function of
the density for the three different cases of nuclear matter. For (a) SNM and (b)
PNM, the plots show curves predicted by several density functionals, while in
(c) ANM curves from one of the Skyrme forces, UNEDF1 [28], are shown for
different values of β. The saturation point for SNM is well reproduced by the
functionals in the plot. For PNM, energy density curves somewhat vary with
crossing density around the vicinity of the saturation point. In Figure 3.1 (c), the
evolution of energy curves can be seen as β goes from 0 to 1, which corresponds



























































FIGURE 3.1: Binding energy per nucleon, B/A, as a function of nu-
cleonic density, ρ, for the three cases of nuclear matter. Plots (a) and
(b) show the SNM and PNM cases, respectively, from several den-
sity functionals while plot (c) shows B/A curves for ANM using the
Skyrme force, UNEDF1 [28].
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3.1.2 Other saturation properties of nuclear matter
Apart from energy and pressure, other bulk properties of nuclear matter at satu-
ration can be derived from the expression of binding energy per nucleon E(ρ, β)
in Eq. (3.5). Again, in particular, SNM is used to calculate saturation properties
so that the energy per nucleon is simply E(ρ). If E(ρ) is expanded about ρ, the
first-order term corresponds to pressure, Eq. (3.6), which was discussed in the
previous subsection. The second- and third- order terms of the expansion, K(ρ)
and Q(ρ), correspond to the nuclear incompressibility K0 and skewness coeffi-












Figure 3.2 presents K as a function of ρ from several density functionals. A
re-analysis of data from giant monopole resonances provided a range for K0 from
250 to 315 MeV [29], while other recommended values are in the range 200 to 260
MeV [30]. As seen in Figure 3.2, at the saturation point, some models are within
the range expected from experiment while the others are above the upper bound.
For Q0, the range of accepted values taken from empirical and experimental data
is within -1200 to -200 MeV [30].
Another important property of nuclear matter is the symmetry energy S(ρ),
as it relates to the isospin symmetry effects of the system. The same quantity is
referred to as the asymmetry coefficient in the semi-empirical mass formula. S(ρ) is
defined as the difference between binding energies per nucleon of SNM and that
of PNM [31]
S(ρ) = ESNM − EPNM . (3.9)
This is equivalent to taking the second-derivative of E(ρ, β) with respect to the







The value of the symmetry energy at saturation, S0 = S(ρ0), is commonly used
as another constraint for nuclear structure. Ref. [32] summarises 28 available

















FIGURE 3.2: K, as a function of density, ρ, for SNM from several
density functionals.
results from various terrestrial measurements and astrophysical observations for
S0 which varies from around 29 MeV to 33 MeV.








Recently, by studying the radioactivity of 19 proton emitters having large isospin
asymmetry, L0 was constrained to have a value of 51.8 ± 7.2 MeV [33]. From the
terrestrial and astrophysical measurements in Ref. [32], the average value of L0 is
58.9 MeV.
The second and third derivative of the symmetry energy relates to its curva-













These are similar to the expressions for K0 and Q0 in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) but
with derivatives of S(ρ) instead of E(ρ). Ksym is usually referred to as the sym-
metry incompressibility. In addition, the isospin incompressibility, Kτ, can be
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computed as








Finally, the isoscalar and isovector effective masses are computed by expressing
the energy in terms of the kinetic density τ = 35(3π
2/2)2/3ρ5/3. The two quanti-





















where M is the nucleon mass.
3.2 Finite nuclei
The structure of an atomic nucleus can be described through several properties
relating to energies, density distributions, and deformations. Ground-state ob-
servables are discussed in this section which will be of significance in investigat-
ing various results from QMC and in comparing them with results from other
nuclear models.
3.2.1 Energy observables
The most common and widely used quantity in the study of finite nuclei is the
ground state binding energy, BE, which is directly available from the solution of
mean field equations and can be readily extracted from highly precise measure-
ments of atomic masses. Mean-field theories incorporate the volume, surface and
symmetry effects to the binding energy while Coulomb and pairing energies are
conventionally added as separate functionals.
Figure 3.3 shows the binding energy contributions as predicted by the semi-
empirical mass formula [34]. The BE per nucleon is expected to be around 8 MeV
for most nuclei while light nuclei tend to be less bound.
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FIGURE 3.3: Binding energy contributions as predicted by the semi-
empirical mass formula [35].
Single-particle energies
In nuclear models, the total binding energy of the nucleon is obtained by solving
the Hartree-Fock equations. This is done by filling up the single-particle states up
to the Fermi energy level of a particular nucleus given its proton number, Z, and
neutron number, N. These states, shown in Figure 3.4, are labeled in the form of
nlj, where n is the principal quantum number, l is the orbital angular momentum
quantum number and j is the total angular momentum, which arises from the
splitting of states due to the spin-orbit force. Note that nlj are good quantum
numbers if spherical symmetry of the mean-field is enforced.
As observed from experiment, gaps in the nuclear shells form at particular
levels after filling up certain shells. These are referred to as the ‘magic numbers’
which are currently known for protons at 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 while for neutrons
magicity occurs at 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and 126. When a nucleus has both Z and N at
magic numbers, it is called ‘doubly-magic’. If either of them is a magic number
and the other is not, the nucleus is referred to as ‘semi-magic’ or at times simply
‘magic’.
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FIGURE 3.4: Single-particle occupation in the standard shell-model
configuration. The levels are labelled in the form of nlj, where n is
the principal quantum number, l is the orbital angular momentum
quantum number and j is the total angular momentum. Figure is
taken from Ref. [36].
Figure 3.5 shows the single-particle states of doubly-magic nuclei obtained
from experiment [37], showing the particle and hole occupations above and be-
low the Fermi-level. The Fermi energies λF corresponding to proton (π) and
neutron (ν) as well as the Coulomb effects, ∆EC, are subtracted from the single-
particle energies, Esp, to normalize the values. The actual Esp values from ex-
periment are written above or below the lines corresponding for each state. For
symmetric nuclei (Z = N) in Figure 3.5 (a), the proton and neutron states are
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expected to be more on less on the same level after the Fermi and Coulomb en-
ergies are subtracted. For neutron-rich nuclei in Figure 3.5 (b), neutron states are
expected to be pushed down compared to the equivalent proton levels due to
asymmetry effects.
FIGURE 3.5: Proton π and neutron ν states of doubly-magic nuclei
obtained from experiment. The single-particle energies, Esp, are nor-
malised by subtracting the Coulomb and Fermi energies. Actual Esp
values are written above or below the lines corresponding to each
state. Figure is taken from Ref. [37].
Separation energies
From the total binding energy of the atomic nucleus, several other nuclear observ-
ables can be obtained. One is the separation energy, which as the name implies,
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is the energy required to remove nucleons from a given atomic nucleus. This is
further divided into two: 1) the one-nucleon separation energy S1q=p,n where ei-
ther a proton or a neutron is removed; and, 2) the two-nucleon separation energy
S2q=p,n where either two protons or two neutrons are removed from the nucleus.
These quantities can be calculated using
S1p(Z, N) = BE(Z, N)− BE(Z− 1, N) , (3.17)
S2p(Z, N) = BE(Z, N)− BE(Z− 2, N) , (3.18)
and similar expressions for neutron separation energies.
Another separation energy observable is the Qα, which is the energy required
to remove an α particle from the nucleus. This is calculated through the expres-
sion
Qα(Z, N) = BE(Z, N)− BE(Z− 2, N − 2)− BE(2, 2) , (3.19)
where BE(2, 2) = −28.296 MeV is the energy of an α particle (4He).
Figures 3.6 (a)-(c) show the S2p, S2n and Qα values, respectively, calculated
from experimental masses in Ref. [38]. From the separation energy plots, one
can notice the existence of lines where there are abrupt changes in the values of
energies. These lines occuring at particular proton and neutron numbers suggest
the existence of shell closures or subshell closures as the energy requirement is
relatively smaller right after the nucleons reach certain numbers. In the plots,
these shell closures appear at the locations of the magic numbers since magic
nuclei are more bound compared to its neighboring nuclei.
From the Qα energies, one can compute the half-life against α decay, T1/2 in




+ cZ + d , (3.20)
where a = 1.66175, b = −8.5166, c = −0.20228, d = −33.9069.
Moving further away from the stability line in the current nuclear landscape,
a limit exists as to the number of nucleons that can be added in an atomic nu-
cleus. When this limit is reached, the nucleons would spontaneously drip from
the nucleus as it can no longer physically take in more nucleons. This then gives
bounds on both sides of the nuclear chart; to the left, when plotted with Z against
N, this limit is known as the proton dripline while to the right, is the neutron
























































































FIGURE 3.6: Separation energies, (a) S2p, (b) S2n, and (c) Qα calcu-
lated from experimental masses in Ref. [38]. Note the existence of
lines occuring at the locations of magic numbers signifying the shell
closures.
dripline. Dripline calculations are essential as they give predictions up to which
isotope or isotone can be physically observed. The locations of driplines can be
determined using the separation energies, when the value becomes negative as
protons(neutrons) are added along isotopic(isotonic) chains.
Shell gaps
The difference in separation energies is another finite nucleus observable known
as the shell gaps. This observable is usually calculated to get a clear picture of
the shell and subshell closures in chains of nuclei. The two-proton shell gap is
defined as
δ2p(Z, N) = S2p(Z− 2, N)− S2p(Z, N) , (3.21)
and a similar expression for two-neutron shell gap, δ2n. Figure 3.7 shows the
experimental two-proton and two-neutron shell gaps, respectively, for all known
even-even nuclei. Notice that the shell closures are visible and are signified by
the peaks in shell gap values.


























FIGURE 3.7: Proton and neutron shell gaps, δ2p and δ2n, respectively,
computed from experimental masses in Ref. [38]. The shell closures
are signified by the peaks in shell gaps where the difference in sepa-
ration energies are greatest along isotopic and isotonic chains.
Pairing gaps and odd-even staggering
A measure of nuclear pairing correlations known as the pairing gap is a quantity
that can be extracted from experimental odd-even staggering (OES) in binding
energies. Two available definitions can be used to calculate OES known as the
three-point [40] and five-point [24] formula given by the following equations
∆(3)n (Z, N) =
(−1)N
2
[BE(Z, N − 1)− 2BE(Z, N) + BE(Z, N + 1)] , (3.22)
∆(5)n (Z, N) =
1
2
[BE(Z, N − 1) + BE(Z, N + 1)] (3.23)
−1
8
[BE(Z, N − 2) + BE(Z, N + 2)]− 3
4
BE(Z, N) ,
and equivalent expressions for the proton pairing gap. However, it is complicated
to calculate the OES in mean field models [41, 24], as it involves solving odd-A
neighbors of even-even nuclei. Another measure of pairing correlations is instead
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where vα, uα =
√
1− v2α are the BCS occupation amplitudes and ∆α is the state-
dependent single-particle pairing gap [42].
As noted in [24], 〈uv∆〉q and ∆(5)n,p are reasonably well related in mid-shell re-
gions but exhibit different behaviour in the vicinity of (semi)magic nuclei, which
may introduce a larger difference between experiment and model predictions.
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the different pairing gap calculations using DF
and DDDI pairing functionals, as discussed in Section 2.6.2, along Sn and N = 82
chains.
FIGURE 3.8: Comparison of different pairing gap calculations for Sn
and N = 82 chains using DF and DDDI pairing interaction. 〈uv∆〉q
and 〈v2∆〉q are the spectral gaps while ∆(5) is the five-point gap.
Also shown are Equasi, which is another approximation for odd-even
staggering, and pairing gaps from experiment. Figure is taken from
Ref. [41].
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3.2.2 Nuclear sizes and shapes
Another important nuclear parameter relates to the density distribution of nucle-
ons in the atomic nucleus. From its calculation, one can compute several observ-
ables like sizes and shapes of a nucleus. Elastic electron scattering experiments
and optical methods provide information on charge density distribution in a nu-
cleus and its mean-square charge radius, 〈r2〉. This finite nucleus observable, like
BE, is widely used to compare results from theoretical nuclear models. In this
subsection, ground-state observables relating to the density distribution will be
discussed.
Charge density distributions
There are several definitions for charge distribution in a nuclear volume which
are fitted from results of electron and muon scattering experiments. The common
















where ρ0 is the normalization constant, c is defined as the halfway radius so that
ρ(c) = 0.5ρ0, a is the diffuseness parameter and w is a free parameter to model the
bump just before the charge density rapidly decreases near the nuclear surface.
Another form for charge density in Ref. [44] is taken as
ρ(r) =
ρ0 [1 + w(r/c)α]
1 + e(r2−c2)/a2
. (3.28)
Note that this is the same expression as in Eq. (3.27) with α = 2. Yet an-
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where J0 is the zeroth Bessel function also known as the Hankel function, and aν
and R are free parameters which are fitted for each nucleus from electron scatter-
ing experiments.
Figure 3.9 shows a comparison of the definitions of charge density, available
















FIGURE 3.9: Comparison of charge density distributions for 208Pb
from various definitions fitted to electron scattering data.
Radius parameters
The nuclear form factor, F(~q), as a function of momentum ~q is defined as the




For a spherical density distribution, the form factor can be expressed in terms of
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From the charge form factor, three ground state radius parameters can be de-












Another way to calculate the charge radius is directly from the mean-square
radius of the proton distribution, assuming the protons are point-like particles
without internal structure. The geometrical radius of the proton is taken directly













with the free proton and neutron charge radii taken as 〈r2p〉 = 0.7071 fm2 and
〈r2n〉 = −0.1161 fm2 [45]. Note that the standard relation in Eq. (3.34) is valid
for spherical nuclei. In Ref. [46], an additional term appears in Eq. (3.34) for the
charge radii of deformed nuclei. The other two radius parameters are defined
using the Helm model which is discussed in the following subsection.
The Helm model
In the traditional Helm model, the charge density distribution has the form of a






′)2/2σ2Θ(R0 − |~r′|)d3~r′ , (3.35)
where ρ0 = (3Z)/(4πR30), with Z as the proton number. The Helm model charge






where j1(x) is the Hankel function of the first kind.
Aside from Rch , another radius parameter is the diffraction radius R0 which
relates to the first zero of the Helm form factor. Setting Eq. (3.36) to zero means
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where q(1)0 is the location of the first zero.
The third radius parameter is the surface thickness, σs , which is calculated






























Figure 3.10 shows the charge form factor for 208Pb as a function of momentum
q using the Helm model. The inset plot zooms in to the location of the first three
zeros and extrema of the form factor.
Figure 3.11 shows the zeros of F′(q) plotted against the product qR0 using
the experimental values of R0 and σs for some chosen nuclei. Zooming in, the
locations of the first two zeros of F′(q), which correspond to the first two maxima
of the charge form factor, can be determined. These are shown in Figure 3.12.
It can be seen that the location of the maxima changes with proton number,
having slightly lower(higher) values for light(heavy) nuclei. The first maximum
can be averaged at around qmR0 ≈ 5.56, which is widely used to compute the
surface thickness [24].








The uncertainties coming from the Helm model are acknowledged, however, it
produces a reasonable density distribution which leads to an explicit expression
for the form factor and thus, is widely used to compare predictions from nuclear
models. In Ref. [47], a nuclear halo parameter is introduced to account for the dif-
ference between the geometric and Helm radius for neutron-rich nuclei. A more
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FIGURE 3.10: Charge form factor for 208Pb as a function of q using
the Helm model. Inset plot zooms in to the location of the first max-














FIGURE 3.11: F′(q) as a function of the product (qR0) for some cho-
sen nuclei. Note that experimental R0 and σs corresponding to each
nucleus are used to produce the Helm model form factors.




























FIGURE 3.12: First two zeros of F′(q), which correspond to the first
two maxima of the charge form factor, for some chosen nuclei.
recent paper [48] uses a symmetrized Fermi function with a closed analytic ex-
pression for the form factor, which maybe used in future developments of radius
and surface structure calculations.
Another related observable to σs is the difference in radius when density falls
from 0.90ρ0 to 0.10ρ0. This is referred to as the skin thickness, t, and should not
be confused with σs . The two observables are related by the equation
t = 2.54σs . (3.41)
Surface thickness is also related to the diffuseness parameter, a, in Eq. (3.28) by
the equation [49]
a = 0.58σs . (3.42)









To measure the size of an atomic nucleus, the quantity that is actually accessible
from experiment is the optical shift, δ〈r2〉. This observable is defined as
δ〈r2〉A′,A = 〈r2〉A′ − 〈r2〉A (3.44)
where 〈r2〉 is the mean-square charge radius, A is the reference isotope along the
chain, and A′ is the isotope for which the charge radius is to be measured.
Figure 3.13 shows the experimental optical shifts for isotopic chains of Ca, Ni,
Sn and Pb from the doubly-magic reference isotopes 40Ca , 56Ni , 100Sn and 208Pb
, respectively. One interesting behaviour is that δ〈r2〉 tends to have a different
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slope at A′− A = 0, which is the shift from the closed shell reference isotope. The
same behaviour can be seen at A′− A = 8 for Ca which corresponds to the second
doubly-magic isotope, 48Ca , along the Ca chain. The optical shift for the Ca chain
has been studied in various nuclear models as it shows a ‘bump’ between 40Ca
and 48Ca . For the Ni chain, δ〈r2〉 is somewhat linear from A′− A = 0 but slightly
changes in slope starting at A′ − A = 6, which corresponds to 62Ni. For both Sn
and Pb chains, the δ〈r2〉 trends are linear but again with different slopes before






















FIGURE 3.13: Experimental optical shifts, δ〈r2〉 , plotted against the
mass difference A− A′, for isotopic chains of Ca, Ni, Sn and Pb from
the reference isotopes 40Ca , 56Ni , 100Sn and 208Pb , respectively.
Experimental data are taken from Ref. [50] and errors are smaller
than the symbols used in the plot.
Skin thickness
One property of finite nucleus which directly correlates with the slope of sym-
metry energy, L0, in nuclear matter is the skin thickness, ∆rnp. This observable is
defined as the difference between the neutron and proton geometrical radii,
∆rnp = Rn − Rp . (3.45)
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Figure 3.14 shows ∆rnp plotted against L0 for 208Pb, as predicted by several
nuclear models [51]. It can be seen that the two observables are linearly related
as suggested by the models.
FIGURE 3.14: ∆rnp for 208Pb plotted against L0 from several nonrel-
ativistic and relativistic nuclear models. Plot shows a linear relation
between the two observables, thus suggesting a link between nu-
clear matter and finite nuclei. Figure is taken from Ref. [51].
Nuclear deformations
Across the nuclear chart, most nuclei are actually deformed in their ground-
states. The deformation properties are usually expressed in terms of parameters β
which describe the nucleus spatially. The most common is the quadrupole defor-
mation parameter, β2, which directly gives a description of whether the nucleus
is oblate (β2 < 0) or prolate-shaped (β2 > 0). Figure 3.15 shows a total of 328
available |β2| values across the chart taken from Ref. [52].
The β2 values are deduced from experiment where the transition probabilities
are actually measured. The transition amplitude from the ground state to the first








































FIGURE 3.15: Absolute values of experimental quadrupole defor-
mation parameter, |β2|, across the nuclear chart. Data are taken from
Ref. [52].
where R0 = 1.2A1/3 fm and e is the electron charge. B(E2) ↑ is usually expressed
in e2b2 where one barn [b] is equal to 100 fm2. Another related quantity to defor-










QMC model developments and
optimisation
As the QMC model continues to develop, more physics is being incorporated in
the model and the parametrisation procedure necessary to reproduce experimen-
tal data is also improved. In this chapter, the developments done in each QMC
version along with the optimization and fitting protocols employed at each stage
of the model, are discussed.
4.1 Improvements in the QMC EDF
Table 4.1 presents the developments of QMC giving an overview of how the ver-
sions differ from each other.
TABLE 4.1: QMC EDF versions and the developments in the physics
of the model.
version pion m̃σ σ self-coupling spin-orbit spin-tensor
QMC-I [8] X(2-body) time only
QMCπ-I [53] X X(2-body) time only
QMCπ-II [54] X mσ X time+space
QMCπ-III [55] X mσ X time+space X
The first version of the QMC model, which is referred to in here as QMC-I,
has the simple version of the EDF presented in Chapter 2. The σ meson mass is
taken to be density-dependent although its expression only includes up to two-
body interactions. Some results of this version for even-even finite nuclei across
the nuclear chart can be found in Ref. [8]. Already in this first version, QMC was
found to be at par with other existing nuclear models and performs even better in
the superheavy region despite having significantly fewer number of parameters
in the model.
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In the following version, QMCπ-I [53], the pion exchange Fock term was
added to the QMC-I functional. This development was expected to improve the
value of incompressibility of nuclear matter, K0, which was relatively high in
QMC-I. K0 decreased by around 20 MeV in QMCπ-I, however, the value is still
slightly above the upper bound of the range from experimental data. Neverthe-
less, results from QMCπ-I are again exemplary especially in superheavies, even
with a total of only four model parameters as in QMC-I.
The third version of QMC for finite nuclei, QMCπ-II, contains the σ-self in-
teraction which appears in the potential as discussed in Chapter 2, as well as
the full spin-orbit contribution containing both space and time components [54].
Furthermore, the σ meson mass is deemed density-independent in this version as
opposed to the previous versions. This is consistent with the other meson masses,
which are also density-independent, although mσ is still fitted as a parameter in
the optimization procedure. It was seen that taking mσ to be dependent on den-
sity resulted in higher- order fluctuations in the σ field which contributed to the
high nuclear incompressibility values in the earlier versions. The final QMCπ-II
parameter set along with the necessary statistics and some significant results for
several ground state observables are presented in Ref. [54]. A copy of the QMCπ-
II published paper is included in Appendix A.
Apart from the developments done in QMCπ-II, the latest QMC model, re-
ferred to as QMCπ-III, is improved to include the spin-tensor component of the
EDF which comes in quadratic terms of~J . Derivations in Chapter 2 include these
J2 terms but were set to zero in all previous versions of QMC. This latest version















Sm,m′~Jm ·~Jm′ central part






Sm,m′~Jm ·~Jm′ spin-dependent part
where Sm,m′ = δm,m′m2 + 12(δm,m′+1 + δm′,m+1).
Another significant development in QMCπ-III is that the pairing functional,
traditionally taken as detailed in Section 2.6.2 for mean-field models, is now de-
rived within the QMC framework [55]. The pairing EDF is taken to be density-
dependent, as opposed to the previous QMC versions where pairing was taken
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to have constant strength thoughout the nuclear volume. Furthermore, the QMC
pairing functional is fully expressed in terms of the existing QMC parameters
so that the number of parameters is reduced to only five, compared to QMCπ-
II where there were a total of seven. This QMC pairing is taken in the form of
Eq. (2.34) as discussed in the last part of Section 2.6.2.
4.2 Nuclear matter properties
As discussed in Chapter 3, the saturation values of the quantities ρ0, E0 and S0 are
commonly used to constrain nuclear observables. In the optimization of the QMC
model, it is required that the combination of QMC parameters satisfy the nuclear
matter properties at saturation. The widely accepted values for these NMPs are
adopted
ρ0 ≈ 0.16 (fm−3) ,
E0 ≈ −16 (MeV) ,
and are allowed to be within 10% uncertainty. The symmetry energy S0 is allowed
to be in the range 29 – 33 MeV. In addition, the σ meson mass is also allowed to
vary from 450 to 750 MeV. In QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III, the additional λ3 param-
eter needs to be fitted. As in Ref. [54], this parameter is constrained in the range
0.0 to 0.05 so as not to destroy the saturation effects in the QMC model.
All possible combinations of the QMC parameters are identified within the
nuclear matter constraints which resulted in distributions defining the parameter
spaces of each QMC version. Figures 4.1 (a) to (c) show these distributions which
then set the bounds for each of the parameters.
The addition of single-pion exchange in QMCπ-I resulted in a shift of the
Gσ and Gρ parameters to the left while the Gω distribution remained almost the
same compared to the version without pion contribution, QMC-I. Furthermore,
the inclusion of higher-order density-dependence starting from QMCπ-II shifted
the distributions of the three QMC couplings to the left. Meanwhile, the full σ
Hamiltonian expansion used in QMCπ-III only resulted to a slight shift of pa-
rameters to the left, compared to the distributions of QMCπ-II parameters where
the σ Hamiltonian was approximated.
Figure 4.2 shows the corresponding distributions for (a) the slope of symme-
try energy, L0, and (b) incompressiblity, K0, of nuclear matter obtained from the
combinations of parameters presented in Figure 4.1.
































































FIGURE 4.1: Distributions of QMC parameters from different ver-
sions, constrained by properties of nuclear matter.
In Figure 4.2 (a), single-pion exchange did not change the L0 distribution sig-
nificantly when comparing results from QMC-I and QMCπ-I. However, the addi-
tion of the higher density-dependence in the kinetic and gradient terms starting
in QMCπ-II, shifted the distribution for L0 to the right, thereby increasing the
values. It is emphasised that the low value for L0 had been a drawback in the
earlier versions of the QMC model, which was basically the reason why it was
developed to include more density dependence.
For K0 in Figure 4.2 (b), the range is effectively constrained by the values of
the λ3 parameter. For both QMC-I and QMCπ-I, where λ3 is effectively zero, the
incompressibility values are relatively high. The effect of adding the single-pion
exchange in QMCπ-I resulted in a slight shift of K0 distribution to the left but
the values are still above the upper limit of the range set by experimental data.
K0 values are significantly decreased starting from QMCπ-II due to a couple of
improvements in the EDF. One is the addition of the σ-self coupling contribu-
tion which included higher-order density dependence in the functional. Another
enhancement is that the σ mass, mσ, is taken to be density-independent. In the







































FIGURE 4.2: Distributions of QMC parameters constrained by prop-
erties of nuclear matter.
earlier versions, the density-dependence of the effective m̃σ appears in the fluctu-
ation part of the σ Hamiltonian as
m̃σ = mσ(1 + dGσρ) .
Since the factor goes in the denominator as in Eq. (2.14), its overall effect is a
decrease in the contribution from the σ fluctuation part. This then resulted in
high values of K0 in QMC-I and QMCπ-I where mσ was taken to be dependent
on the density.
4.3 Fit to finite nuclei
Once the parameter space and thus, the bounds for the QMC parameters are set
by the nuclear matter constraints, the next step is to search for the best parameter
set which minimizes the least squares of deviations of finite nuclei observables
from those of available experimental data. The algorithm used in the fitting pro-
cedure was already laid out in Ref. [54]. Here the procedure is summarised and
the important quantities and measures are reviewed which will also be used in
the succeeding chapters.
4.3.1 Fit observables
Binding energies, BE, root-mean-square rms charge radii, Rch , and proton and
neutron pairing gaps, ∆p,n, for seventy magic and doubly-magic nuclei with Z, N =
8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and N = 126 were included in the fit. This same set of even-even
nuclei was used in Ref. [24] to fit parameters for the Skyrme SV EDF. For the
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QMC parameter fit, some values were updated for binding energies taken from
Ref. [38] and for rms charge radius from Ref. [50]. Figure 4.3 shows the data
points included in the fit. Some nuclei only have BE data available and some
have known Rch , while some have pairing gaps. These available data points for






















BE, R and Δp
BE, R and Δn
BE and Δp
FIGURE 4.3: Doubly magic and semi-magic nuclei included in the
fit. The nuclear observables and the number of data points per nu-
cleus entering the fitting procedure are indicated. See text for more
explanation.
Table 4.2 presents the fitting procedures implemented in each of the QMC ver-
sions.
Apart from the improved physics included in the QMCπ-II model, the ap-
proach to optimisation is also developed. The first two versions included data
for diffraction radius R0 and surface thickness σs as in [24] but after preliminary
tests in the QMCπ-II, the two observables did not contribute much to the fit and
results are almost the same, even without their data included. Thus to save com-
putation time, both R0 and σs data points are excluded starting from QMCπ-II.
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TABLE 4.2: QMC EDF fitting protocols
version Fit observables
QMC-I (PRL) BE, Rch, σs,R0 , ∆p,n
QMCπ-I BE, Rch, σs,R0 , ∆p,n
QMCπ-II BE, Rch, ∆p,n
QMCπ-III BE, Rch
Further in QMCπ-III, since pairing strengths are no longer fitted as separate pa-
rameters, the pairing gap data are also removed from the fit.
4.3.2 POUNDerS algorithm
To find the best fit parameters, the algorithm called Parameter Optimization Using
No Derivatives for Sum of Squares (POUNDerS) is employed which is made
available by Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation PETSc [56,













where n is the total number of nuclei, o is the total number of observables and sij
and s̄ij are the experimental and fitted values, respectively. To make the objective
function dimensionless, the difference s̄ij − sij is divided by a chosen effective
error, wj, for each observable. In the QMC fit, these errors are set to wBE = 1
MeV, wRch = 0.02 fm and w∆p,n = 0.12 MeV for all nuclei.
To find the correlation between the QMC best fit parameters, the covariance








where J is the Jacobian matrix with derivatives computed using finite differences,
d is the total number of data points and p is the number of parameters. The
objective function is evaluated at {x̂ ± ηej}, with η set to 10−3 and ej being the
scale used for each parameter during the search.
The square root of the diagonal terms of the covariance matrix gives the stan-
dard deviation σ for each parameter and the off-diagonal terms give the correlation
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Throughout the discussions in the succeeding chapters, some other measures are
used. One is the residual, defined as the difference between the theoretical and
experimental results, s̄ij − sij. Another measure is the root-mean-square deviation








(s̄ij − sij)2. (4.4)
Finally, the percentage deviation from experiment of each data point, is calculated





so that the root-mean-square percent deviation for
each observable is expressed as










QMC results along magic chains of
nuclei
In this chapter, results from the different versions of the QMC model are pre-
sented. The final parameter sets and corresponding nuclear properties are com-
pared for each version and correlation matrices for the QMC parameters com-
puted. Several nuclear observables defined in Chapter 3 are calculated to com-
pare the effect of the developments incorporated in each version of the QMC
model.
5.1 QMC parameters, NMPs and fit results
Table 5.1 presents the final parameters for each of the QMC versions. It can be
seen that upon the inclusion of higher-order density dependence in the central σ
part of the Hamiltonian for QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III, the parameters correspond-
ingly decreased in value. Recall that in Section 4.2, it was already seen that the
parameter space for QMCπ-II is shifted to the left as a result of including higher
densities. There is a very slight change in the final set of QMCπ-III parameters
TABLE 5.1: QMC and pairing parameters of various QMC versions.
Parameters QMCπ-III [55] QMCπ-II [54] QMCπ-I [53] QMC-I [8]
Gσ [fm2] 9.62 9.66 11.16 11.85
Gω [fm2] 5.21 5.23 8.00 8.27
Gρ [fm2] 4.71 4.75 6.38 7.68
Mσ [MeV] 503 493 712 722
λ3 [fm−1] 0.05 0.05 - -
Vp [MeV] - 258 302 284
Vn [MeV] - 237 291 326
compared to that of QMCπ-II even with the inclusion of the spin-tensor terms
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in the latest version. The addition of single-pion exchange slightly decreased the
values of QMC parameters as seen in QMCπ-I and QMC-I. Note that since there
is no σ self-coupling in the first two versions, the λ3 parameter is not included
there.
As discussed in Section 4.1, the latest QMCπ-III functional employs a QMC-
derived pairing functional such that the two pairing strength parameters are now
expressed in terms of the QMC parameters. Hence, in Table 5.1, there are only
five parameters for QMCπ-III. Recall also that in QMCπ-III, a density-dependent
pairing is implemented while the previous versions employed constant pairing
throughout the nuclear volume where pairing strengths were fitted to pairing gap
data.
Figure 5.1 shows the correlation matrices for both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III.
The correlation coefficient between any two parameters were calculated using
Eq. (4.3) as discussed in Section 4.3.2. It can be seen from QMCπ-II that the QMC
parameters have very small correlation to the pairing strengths. For both QMCπ-
II and QMCπ-III, Gσ and Gω have relatively high correlation as well as Gρ with


















FIGURE 5.1: Correlation matrices for QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III pa-
rameters.
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Table 5.2 shows the corresponding NMPs for the QMC parameters presented
in Table 5.1. The saturation density, ρ0, binding energy per nucleon, E0, and sym-
metry energy, S0, are almost the same from all versions of the model while signif-
icant improvements for L0 and K0 are seen in the last two versions. The previous
versions, QMC-I and QMCπ-I, give very high K0 and very low slope L0 where
expected values as discussed in Section 3.1.2, lie in the range 200 to 315 MeV for
K0 while average value for L0 is 58.9 MeV. This is improved starting from QMCπ-
II where we get better values for both NMPs. In Ref. [54] it has been shown that
to be consistent with experimental data on giant monopole resonances, K0 should
be in the lower bound of the accepted range.
TABLE 5.2: Nuclear matter properties from different QMC models.
NMP QMCπ-III [55] QMCπ-II [54] QMCπ-I [53] QMC-I [8]
ρ0 (fm−3) 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16
E0 (MeV) -15.7 -15.7 -15.8 -15.9
S0(MeV) 29 29 30 30
L0 (MeV) 43 40 17 23
K0 (MeV) 233 230 319 340
Table 5.3 shows the rms percent deviations of finite nuclei observables for the
70 semi-magic nuclei in the fit. There are significant improvements in QMCπ-
III predictions for binding energies of nuclei included in the fit, compared to
the other versions, and even with the Skyrme-type force SV-min [24]. For radii,
marginally better predictions are seen in the earlier versions QMC-I and QMCπ-I.
TABLE 5.3: Comparison of percent deviations for BE and Rch of 70
magic nuclei included in the fit of QMC models and SVmin.
Data QMCπ-III [55] QMCπ-II [54] QMCπ-I [53] QMC-I [8] SV-min
BE 0.20 0.48 0.44 0.42 0.24
Rch 0.58 0.59 0.43 0.50 0.52
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Figure 5.2 shows the deviations for energies and charge radii of the 70 semi-
magic isotopes and isotones comparing results from the fit of the various QMC
versions. In general, energy predictions are improved for both QMCπ-II and
QMCπ-III compared to the previous versions, most especially for nuclei with
Z, N < 28. For radii, however, QMC-I and QMCπ-I give better predictions for
most nuclei especially in the Pb chain except for light Sn isotopes, where the last
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FIGURE 5.2: Percent deviations for BE and Rch of the 70 magic iso-
topes and isotones from different QMC model versions.
5.2 Binding energy curves
As seen in Figure 3.3, the value for BE per nucleon of an atomic nucleus is ex-
pected to be at around 8 MeV. The exact values however, depend on the number
of protons and neutrons in a particular nucleus such that it forms a curve between
the proton-rich and the neutron-rich sides along isotopic or isotonic chains. In
this section, energy curves for magic isotopes and isotones which were included
in the fit are presented.
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show comparisons of (a) the binding energy per nucleon
and (b) the BE residuals along Ca and Ni, and along Sn and Pb isotopic chains,
























































FIGURE 5.3: Comparison of BE per nucleon (top plots) and total BE
residual (bottom plots) from various QMC versions for the Ca and
Ni isotopic chains. Also added are values from experiment taken
from Ref. [38] and errors are smaller than the symbols used in the
plot.
For the Ca isotopes in Figure 5.3, more binding is expected between the doubly-
magic 40Ca and 48Ca isotopes which is replicated well by QMCπ-III. Results from
QMCπ-II show underbinding for isotopes with masses A < 46 with residual of
up to 5 MeV while QMC-I predicts underbinding for isotopes with A > 48 with
residual of up to around 7 MeV. These are corrected in the QMCπ-III version
where residuals only vary from around 0 to -2 MeV except for the proton-rich
34Ca and neutron-rich 58Ca where residuals are relatively higher.
For the Ni chain in Figure 5.3, there is expected more binding between the
doubly-magic 56Ni and 78Ni isotopes compared to other isotopes in the chain.
Both QMC-I and QMCπ-I predict underbinding along the chain compared to
that of experiment while QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III predict overbinding in most
isotopes except for the region around 62Ni where there is slight underbinding.
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The overall better agreement between theory and experiment for QMCπ-III is
very noticeable.
In the Sn and Pb chains in Figure 5.4, there appears a linear trend in B/A right
after the doubly-magic 132Sn and 208Pb isotopes. For the Sn chain, the expected
minimum in the energy curve is around the mid-shell 114−116Sn isotopes, while
for Pb it is around the 202Pb isotope. BE residuals for Sn tend to be larger around
the mid-shell and around the closed shell 132Sn for QMC versions with the pion
while QMC-I version had smaller residuals at mid-shell Sn but starts to increase


























































FIGURE 5.4: Same as in Figure 5.3 but for the Sn and Pb isotopic
chains.
For the Pb chain, QMCπ-II predicts best, having residuals of only up to 4 MeV
compared to the other versions. BE residuals from QMCπ-III slightly increase up
to 190Pb and start to decrease towards 208Pb but then again increase up to 5 MeV
as mass A further increases. QMCπ-I has relatively good predictions for light
Pb isotopes while residuals start to increase towards the neutron-rich side with
residuals up to -4 MeV. QMC-I, on the other hand, had huge range of residuals
predicting overbinding to the left of 208Pb up to -7 MeV and underbinding to the
right of 208Pb up to 6 MeV.
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Along magic isotonic chains, Figures 5.5 to 5.7 show (a) the binding energy per
nucleon and (b) the BE residuals along N = 20 and N = 28, and along N = 50
and N = 82 isotopic chains, respectively, from the different QMC versions and
from experimental data.
For both N = 20 and N = 28 isotonic chains in Figure 5.5, the binding energy
curves are well-reproduced in the QMCπ-III version when compared to that of
experiment. For the previous versions, QMCπ-II predicted underbinding in N =
20 where QMCπ-I predicted mostly overbinding, while for N = 28 isotones,
QMCπ-II predicted overbinding where QMCπ-I again predicted otherwise. The
developments done in QMCπ-III improved the energies for these isotones so that






















































FIGURE 5.5: Same as in Figure 5.3 but for the N = 20 and N = 28
isotonic chains.
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For N = 50 isotonic chain in Figure 5.6, the minimum of the curve is at around
mass A = 88 which corresponds to 88Sr nuclei. QMC predictions are quite good
around this minimum but residuals increase as A increases so that at A = 100,
which corresponds to the doubly-magic 100Sn isotope, residuals reach up to 4
MeV for QMCπ-I and up to 3 MeV for QMCπ-III. For N = 82 isotones still in
Figure 5.6, the minimum of the curve is at around A = 136, which is the 136Xe
nucleus. BE residuals are smaller for QMCπ-III around this minimum and the
residuals continue to decrease up to A = 144 and then slowly increase up to
around 1.5 MeV as A further increases. QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III have almost the
same behaviour for residuals except for the proton-deficient side where QMCπ-II
has relatively higher values. The earlier versions also have higher BE residuals




















































FIGURE 5.6: Same as in Figure 5.3 but for the N = 50 and N = 82
isotonic chains.
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Lastly for binding energy curves, Figure 5.7 shows the magic N = 126 isotonic
chain. Note that there is a steady increase in B/A starting from the doubly-magic
208Pb nuclei which is well-reproduced by QMCπ-II. Compared to QMCπ-I and
QMCπ-III which predict overbinding in most nuclei, QMCπ-II predicts slight
underbinding. The higher density dependence in both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III
significantly improves the energies along this chain, where the early versions had
high residuals reaching up to around -6 MeV and -8 MeV for QMCπ-I and QMC-






































FIGURE 5.7: Same as in Figure 5.3 but for the N = 126 isotonic chain.
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5.3 rms charge radius
Aside from binding energies, all of the QMC versions were also fitted to the rms
charge radii, Rch , of magic nuclei. In this section, predictions for Rch from the var-
ious versions are presented for nuclei along magic isotopic and isotonic chains.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the (a) Rch and (b) Rch residuals along magic isotopic
chains. For the Ca chain in Figure 5.8, a well-known ‘bump’ from experimental
data appears between the two doubly-magic isotopes 40Ca and 48Ca. Most mean-
field models are not able to get this behaviour and instead predict a continued
increase in Ca radii along the chain. This is also true for QMC for all versions.
It is interesting to note, however, that predictions get better for QMCπ-II where
both 40Ca and 48Ca radii are closer to that of experiment compared to the other
versions which underestimated radii values of Ca with A < 48. QMCπ-III is able
to predict the 48Ca radius really well but Rch residuals are slightly higher than
those of QMCπ-II for the other isotopes. More discussion on the Ca radii trend

















































FIGURE 5.8: Comparison of Rch (top plots) and Rch residuals (bot-
tom plots) from various QMC versions for the Ca and Ni isotopic
chains. Also added are values from experiment taken from Ref. [50]
and errors are smaller than the symbols used in the plot.
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For the Ni chain in Figure 5.8, charge radius predictions from the first two
versions are slightly better compared to those of QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III. Nev-
ertheless, the residuals are within the same range of values.
Along the Sn chain in Figure 5.9, QMCπ-III yields good results for charge radii
with residuals well within the preferred error of ±0.02 fm. QMCπ-II has slightly
higher residuals than that of the latest version but still has residuals within the
same range. QMC-I and QMCπ-I give good predictions around the doubly-
magic 132Sn but residuals are higher at lower masses of Sn isotopes compared
to the last two QMC versions. An interesting feature of the experimental data
for Sn is the slight curve in Rch starting from the proton-rich side up to 132Sn and
a different slope towards 134Sn. This behaviour also appears in Ca in Figure 5.8
where there tends to be a steeper slope after the closure at 48Ca. Predictions from
QMC, however, fail to replicate this behaviour at 132Sn, where it has relatively
higher residual compared to other isotopes in its neighborhood.
For the Pb chain shown in Figure 5.9, the same trend appears as in Ca and Sn
where there is a steeper slope after the closure at the doubly-magic 208Pb. Again,
results from QMC do not reproduce this trend. The residuals also went higher
















































FIGURE 5.9: Same as in Figure 5.8 but for the Sn and Pb isotopic
chains.
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Figures 5.10 to 5.12 show the (a) Rch and (b) Rch residuals along magic isotonic
chains. There are only three isotones with available data in the N = 20 chain
which includes 36S and 38Ar and the doubly-magic 40Ca as shown in Figure 5.10.
The residuals are comparable along the chain with the QMCπ-III version having
slightly higher values compared to the other versions.
For the N = 28 chain, residuals are again, in general, relatively smaller for
QMC-I and QMCπ-I. Most Rch values along this chain are slightly underesti-
mated by the last two QMC versions especially as A increases. Both QMCπ-II
and QMCπ-III, however, are able to get good values for the doubly-magic 48Ca
nucleus. Furthermore, the residuals for all QMC versions are still within the sat-























































FIGURE 5.10: Same as in Figure 5.8 but for the N = 20 and N = 28
isotonic chains.
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Along the N = 50 isotonic chain shown in Figure 5.11, QMC results are quite
impressive with residuals within the range ± 0.01 fm, although again, the earlier
versions perform slightly better. Also in the same figure is the N = 82 chain.
It is interesting to note that a curve appears starting from A = 146 to A = 152
from experiment, however, this is not reproduced by QMC. This curve may sug-
gest a deformed structure for these isotopes, but which is not accounted for in
the QMC fits since spherical shapes were strictly imposed along magic chains.
More discussion on deformation will be covered in Section 7.4. Nevertheless, the
residuals are still satisfactory ranging from ± 0.06 fm corresponding to around
















































FIGURE 5.11: Same as in Figure 5.8 but for the N = 50 and N = 82
isotonic chains.
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Lastly for Rch is the N = 126 chain shown in Figure 5.12. As before, note that
there appears a different slope after the doubly-magic 208Pb nuclei from exper-
imental data. The different versions of QMC do not quite reproduce this trend
but instead predict a constant increase in Rch . QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III predic-
tions have slightly higher residuals for lower A isotones but values get better as









































FIGURE 5.12: Same as in Figure 5.8 but for the N = 126 isotonic
chain.
Overall, for the fit observable Rch , results from QMC-I and QMCπ-I are slightly
better compared to the last two versions. This is seen in the summary of devia-
tions in Table 5.3 and from the figures shown in this section. As discussed for
the Pb chain, the small increase in residuals for QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III are at-
tributed to two factors: 1) the effect of including the space part of the spin-orbit
term and 2) not including R0 and σs in the fitting procedure. It should be em-
phasized, however, that both contributions significantly improve the values for
binding energies which are more preferred. Moreover, the deviations so far for
Rch in the QMC fits are still satisfactory with values only reaching up to 1.6%
error from experimental data.
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5.4 Charge density distributions
Electron scattering experiments provide data for the charge density distribution
of several nuclei through a model-independent analysis using Fourier-Bessel co-
efficients (FBC). In this section, charge densities for some nuclei included in the
fit will be discussed.
Figure 5.13 shows the charge density distributions of doubly-magic nuclei 16O
, 40Ca , 48Ca and 90Zr from QMC and results taken from elastic electron scattering
data. For 16O , QMCπ-I compares well with experiment starting from the nu-
clear core by replicating the bump, although the model falls off slightly later near
the surface. Both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III, however, overestimate the bump and
also thereby falling off later near the surface compared to that of experiment. The
same is true for the rest of the nuclei included in the plot, where the QMC model
tends to push nucleons more towards the surface where the charge density starts
to fall off. For 40Ca , the three versions of QMC behave in almost the same way
having slightly higher density at the core compared to that of experiment and
also overestimating the location of the bump along the radius by around 1 fm.






























FIGURE 5.13: Charge density distributions of doubly-magic nuclei
16O, 40Ca , 48Ca and 90Zr from QMC and data from electron scatter-
ing experiments.
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deeper minimum compared to data near the core, just before the appearance of
the bump. QMCπ-I has shallower minimum compared to the other two versions
but slightly underestimates the densities towards the location of the bump. For
90Zr , QMCπ-I is again able to reproduce the densities fairly well across the nu-
clear volume, but just as for 16O , the model tends to fall off a little bit later than
that of experiment. The last two QMC versions, on the other hand, both under-
estimate the densities at lower r, though there seems to be a small improvement
for QMCπ-III compared to that of QMCπ-II. Near the surface, the bump is de-
fined for both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III which then results to a slightly later fall
of densities compared to data.
Figure 5.14 shows a comparison of proton and neutron density distributions
of the doubly-magic 208Pb isotope from QMC and experimental data. Experi-
mental values for R0 and σs were used for Helm model while parameters for
modified Gaussian and FBC are taken from fits to electron and muonic scattering


























FIGURE 5.14: Proton and neutron density distributions of doubly-
magic 208Pb nuclei from QMC, Helm model, modified Gaussian and
FBC parameters from electron and muonic scattering experiments.
For the proton, equivalently the charge distribution, Helm model shows flat
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distribution from the nuclear core then starts to fall off at around r = 5 fm to-
gether with data from the scattering experiments. The modified Gausssian, how-
ever, starts with a slightly lower density at the core and models a bump near the
surface. Data using FBC shows a shallow minimum at around r = 1.8 fm, then
the density slightly increases creating a bump just before the density falls off.
Predictions from QMC have slightly higher density at the nuclear core compared
to data, then, develop two minima at around r = 1.8 fm and r = 4 fm before
having a defined bump near the surface. The protons are also slightly pushed to-
wards the surface compared to those of experimental data so that densities fall off
a little bit later. Also shown in Figure 5.14 are neutron density distributions pre-
dicted from QMC. Both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III have almost the same behaviour
for neutron densities throughout the nuclear volume. In contrast, QMCπ-I pre-
dicts a slightly different curve from the core towards r = 5 fm, where the den-
sity starts to fall off. This earlier version shows relatively more defined bumps
around r = 1.5 fm and r = 4 fm and are at higher densities compared to those of
QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III. Lastly, it should be noted that in Figure 5.9 of the pre-
vious section, QMCπ-I is able to replicate the charge radius really well for 208Pb
compared to the other QMC versions. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, Rch is calculated
from both proton and neutron geometric radii which are taken from the density
distributions.
5.5 Radius parameters
In this section, QMC predictions for the other radius parameters, namely diffrac-
tion radii, R0 , and surface thickness, σs , defined in Sec. 3.2.2, are presented. Note
that as mentioned in Section 4.3, these two observables for finite nuclei were in-
cluded in the QMC-I and QMCπ-I fits but were left out for QMCπ-II and QMCπ-
III fits. Figure 5.15 shows the R0 and σs percent deviations of QMC results from
experimental data. To check the effect of including both observables in the fitting
procedure, a refit is done for the QMCπ-III version which is shown in the plot
labelled ‘QMCπ-III-Rσ ’.
For R0 , deviations are smaller from QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III for nuclei around
A ∼ 50 even though this observable was not included in their corresponding
fits. Around A ∼ 90, QMCπ-II suffers slightly higher deviations compared to
the other QMC versions while at around A ∼ 210, QMC-I and QMCπ-I per-
form better than the last two versions. As seen in the plot, the inclusion of R0







































FIGURE 5.15: R0 and σs percent deviations of QMC results. Exper-
imental data are taken from Ref. [24]. The plot legend is located on
the top panel.
in the QMCπ-III-Rσ fit does not change the results that much compared to that
of QMCπ-III. Thus, it can be said that the discrepancy in the results of QMC is
not majorly due to this difference in the fitting protocol but in the difference of
the contibutions included in the QMC functionals. In general, QMC predictions
overestimate R0 with deviations up to around 4%.
For σs shown in the bottom plot of Figure 5.15, QMC predictions mostly un-
derestimate the experimental values with deviations reaching up to 30%. Both
QMC-I and QMCπ-I perform better compared to the last two versions, however,
again it is stressed that this is not due to the inclusion of σs in their fits. As can be
seen in QMCπ-III and QMCπ-III-Rσ , the results do not change upon the inclu-
sion of σs in the fitting procedure just as in the case of R0 . In Figures 5.13 and 5.14,
it was seen that for charge densities, QMC tends to push protons near the nuclear
surface compared to that of experiment. As a result, the difference between the
locations of 0.9ρ0 and 0.1ρ0 decreases which also decreases the σs values.
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5.6 Optical shifts
As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, charge radii are obtained from experiment by actu-
ally measuring the optical shift from a reference isotope. In Figure 5.16, isotopic
shifts predicted by QMC for Ca chain with stable reference isotope 40Ca are plot-
ted against mass number A. As noted in the discussion of Rch in Section 5.3,
the experimental data shows a bump between the doubly-magic 40Ca and 48Ca
isotopes which, of course, also appears for δ〈r2〉 as shown in the plot. Com-
pared to the later QMC functionals, QMC-I and QMCπ-I predict a steeper in-
crease in δ〈r2〉 which trend cuts through the bump. Both versions underestimate
the values for 42,44Ca and overestimate those for the neutron-rich Ca isotopes es-
pecially for 48Ca reaching a residual of around 0.4 fm2. For the proton-rich Ca
isotopes 36,38Ca, QMC overestimate the experimental δ〈r2〉 with both QMCπ-II
and QMCπ-III predicting almost the same sizes for 36Ca and 40Ca isotopes. Al-
though the last two versions predict lower values for 42,44Ca and with trends that
increase slower from the reference isotope, their δ〈r2〉 predictions for 48Ca are
closer to that of experiment.
Further investigation of the behaviour of charge radius and optical shift for
Ca chain is done by looking at the possible deformed structures of some isotopes
along the chain. Figure 5.17 shows the experimental data as well as QMC val-
ues for the deformation parameter β2 along Ca chain. It can be seen that from
experiment some of the isotopes have ground-state deformations which are not
reproduced by the model. For the QMC fits, it was imposed in the first place,
that all magic nuclei included in the fit are spherical. If, on the other hand, the
known deformations are imposed through a constrained HF calculation, labelled
QMCπ-III-def in the plot, the bump in Ca radii trend is manifested as can be seen
in the inset plot.



















FIGURE 5.16: Isotopic shifts for Ca chain with stable reference iso-
topes 40Ca plotted against mass number A. Experimental data are
taken from Ref. [50] and errors are smaller than the symbols used in
the plot.
For the Pb chain, optical shifts are shown in Figure 5.18 from the reference
isotope 208Pb and plotted against mass number. It was seen in Figure 5.9 that
QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III both overestimate the charge radii and that the earlier
versions predict better values. For δ〈r2〉 , however, the values are almost the same
for all QMC versions. A slight ‘bump’ forms in the proton-rich side of Pb which
is not replicated by the model. This may again suggest deformed structures in
this region similar to the behaviour seen in Ca. This will be further investigated
in Section 7.6.
5.7 Skin thickness
Another finite nucleus observable that is related to the geometric radius of nucle-
ons is the neutron skin thickness, or simply skin thickness, ∆rnp . As defined in
Section 3.2.2, ∆rnp is the difference between the neutron and the proton geometric
radii.

































FIGURE 5.17: Deformation parameter, β2, for the Ca chain plotted
against mass number A. Inset: Isotopic shifts for Ca chain with sta-
ble reference isotopes 40Ca plotted against mass number A. QMCπ-
III-def are results from imposing the experimentally known defor-
mations in QMCπ-III through a constrained HF calculation. Exper-
imental data are taken from Ref. [52] and errors are smaller than the
symbols used in the plot.
Figure 5.19 shows ∆rnp for nuclei included in the QMC fit as a function of
the neutron excess I = (N − Z)/A along with data from antiprotonic x-ray and
hadron scattering experiments. It can be seen that results from the different ver-
sions of QMC do not change a lot and are all within the band of ∆rnp fit to experi-
mental data. Hadron scattering provides data for 208Pb which is slightly different
from that of x-ray results but whose error bars overlap. The QMC predictions for
208Pb are within the errors of both experiments. Both 40Ca and 58Ni isotopes have
very large errors whose lower bound are trimmed in the plot for visual purposes.
There are currently no data for 36,38Ca nuclei but QMC predictions are added for
future reference. As these Ca isotopes are proton-rich with negative values for I,
∆rnp are also expected to be negative and much smaller than that of 40Ca .




















FIGURE 5.18: Isotopic shifts for Pb chain with stable reference iso-
topes 208Pb plotted against mass number A. Experimental data are
taken from Ref. [50] and errors are smaller than the symbols used in
the plot.
As shown in Figure 3.14, ∆rnp is seen to be directly correlated to the slope
of symmetry energy L0 in nuclear matter. For QMC and some mean-field mod-
els, ∆rnp values for 48Ca and 208Pb are plotted against L0 shown in Figure 5.20.
These two nuclei are of particular interest as experiments have currently been
done and new data are anticipated in the near future. Since the earlier QMC ver-
sions yielded very low values for L0, their results lie a little bit outside the linear
fit to values from other models. In contrast, both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III have
improved in the value for L0 and as shown in the plot, their values lie within the
linear fit.






































FIGURE 5.19: Skin thickness for nuclei included in the QMC fit as
a function of the neutron excess. Experimental data are taken from
Ref. [60].
5.8 Two-neutron separation energies
Nuclear structure in terms of shell closures can be investigated by looking at the
separation energies. Signatures of these closures are in the sudden drop of sep-
aration energies as nucleon number increases. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the
two-neutron separation energies, S2n, for Ca, Ni, Sn, and Pb isotopic chains as a
function of the neutron number N.
For the Ca chain in Figure 5.21, the shell closures at N = 20 and N = 28
are seen from experiment and from QMC results. QMCπ-II predicts a relatively
low shell gap around the N = 20 shell which is improved in the QMCπ-III ver-
sion. However, for neutron-rich Ca isotopes, QMCπ-I and QMCπ-III slightly
overestimate the S2n values. Also note that there appears a slight drop at N = 32
which is an expected shell closure for some nuclei around Ca. This will be further
discussed in the following section where signatures of shell closures are more ap-
preciable.























































FIGURE 5.20: Neutron skin thickness plotted against L0 for iso-
topes 48Ca (red) and 208Pb (blue) from various nuclear models. Also
shown as blue symbols with vertical errorbars are experimental data
for 208Pb from hadron scattering and anti-protonic x-rays. For com-
parison, refer to Figure 3.14 where a linear correlation is shown be-
tween ∆rnp and L0 for 208Pb.
For the Ni chain, shell closures can be seen at N = 28 and N = 50. This time
for both QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III, shell gaps are overestimated a little bit while in
QMCπ-I, the gap at N = 28 is slightly underestimated. There are also relatively
higher residuals from QMCπ-II for isotopes toward the N = 50 closure. Another
subshell closure appears at N = 40 with a much smaller dip in S2n compared to
the major shells. This will also be discussed further in the next section.
For the Sn chain in Figure 5.22, shell closure is at N = 82. Both QMCπ-II
and QMCπ-III underestimate S2n values for neutron-deficient Sn isotopes up to
N = 60 as well as on the neutron-rich side after the shell closure. Starting from
N = 64 and towards N = 82, QMC predictions mostly overestimate S2n. QMCπ-
I, nevertheless, has almost the same slope as that of experiment for Sn isotopes
before the shell closure.
























FIGURE 5.21: Two-neutron separation energies for Ca and Ni iso-
topes as a function of the neutron number. Experimental data are
taken from Ref. [38] and errors are smaller than the symbols used in
the plot.
For the Pb chain, both QMCπ-I and QMCπ-II give really good predictions for
S2n while the QMCπ-III version has higher residuals around the the shell closure
at N = 126. Just as in the Sn chain, results from QMCπ-III slightly overestimate
S2n for some nuclei before the closure, while values are underestimated after the
closure thereby having larger shell gap at N = 126 compared to that of experi-
ment.
5.9 Two-neutron shell gaps
Shell closures can be further investigated by looking at the difference between
separation energy values of two consecutive nuclei along isotopic or isotonic
chains. This observable is known as the two-nucleon shell gap, δ2q=p,n, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.1. Peaks in shell gaps signify the closures as these are the
locations where the separation energies are greatest.
Figure 5.23 shows the δ2n values along Ca, Ni, Sn, and Pb chains from QMC
and from experiment, plotted against neutron number.





















FIGURE 5.22: Same as in Fig. 5.21 but for Sn and Pb isotopes.
For Ca isotopes, as discussed in the previous section, major shell closures are
at N = 20 and N = 28. However, subshell closures also appear at N = 32
and N = 34 for the Ca chain where δ2n have relatively higher values compared
to those of the neighboring isotopes. These subshell closures are also predicted
from Skyrme model [61]. From experiments, it was observed that 54Ca is doubly-
magic [62]. N = 32 subshell also appears for other nuclei around Ca like Ti
and Cr [63, 64] but starts to disappear as Z further increases. Results from QMC
predict the major shells, although QMCπ-II yields a low shell gap at N = 20,
which we have already seen in Figure 5.21. For the N = 32 and N = 34 subshells,
QMC-I and QMCπ-I fail to predict the closures which are both present in QMCπ-
II. The QMCπ-III version is able to predict closure at N = 32 but underestimates
that at N = 34. These closures are further investigated in Section 7.5.4.
For the Ni chain, the major shells are at N = 28 and N = 50, which are
somewhat overestimated in QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III by up to around 2 MeV. The
expected closure at N = 40 shows a small peak along the Ni chain which is only
captured by the QMCπ-III version, but not in QMCπ-II. Meanwhile, QMCπ-I
highly overestimates the δ2n value at N = 36 and N = 40.






































FIGURE 5.23: Two-neutron shell gaps plotted against neutron num-
ber from various QMC versions. Experimental data are taken from
the differences of S2n in Ref. [38] and errors are smaller than the
symbols used in the plot. Plot legend is located at the bottom right
panel.
For Sn and Pb, closures are at N = 82 and N = 126, respectively, which are
again somewhat overestimated in QMCπ-III. However, it is significant to note
that from QMC results, the closures are properly located at the major shells and
that in general QMCπ-III is relatively more sensitive to minor shell closures com-
pared to the other versions.
5.10 Dripline calculations
To determine the limits of adding more nucleons along magic chains, two-nucleon
separation energies are calculated for magic nuclei which are not yet physically
observed. Recall that when the value of the separation energies become negative,
nucleons will spontaneously drip out of the nucleus which then corresponds to
the dripline. Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show the driplines along magic isotopic and
isotonic chains, respectively, predicted from QMC. The predicted heaviest iso-
topes and isotones along the chains are labelled in the plot.
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For the magic isotopic chains in Figure 5.24, predictions from QMCπ-III for
the neutron driplines are shown. Presently, the heaviest known Ca isotope is






















FIGURE 5.24: Two-neutron separation energies for Ca, Ni , Sn and
Pb isotopic chains as a function of the neutron number. The neutron
dripline is determined by the last isotope in the chain with a positive
value for S2n.
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QMCπ-III predicts that the Ca dripline is after 68Ca, although 70Ca may still
be observed as it has a very small negative S2n value. The same is true in the
Ni chain where the predicted dripline is at 90Ni but the next three even-even
isotopes has S2n values very close to zero. For Sn and Pb chains, the dripline
from QMCπ-III are well-defined and the predicted heaviest isotopes are 176Sn
and 266Pb, respectively. The heaviest known isotopes for Ni, Sn and Pb from
Ref. [38] are 80Ni, 139Sn and 220Pb, respectively. One possible limitation in these
calculations is that the BCS pairing used may have resulted to spurious effects for
weakly bound neutron rich nuclei. In this case, full HFB should be implemented.
For magic isotones shown in Figure 5.25, S2p values are plotted against Z
to determine the proton dripline. The heaviest known isotones in the N = 20
and N = 28 chains are 48Ni and 61As, respectively. QMCπ-III predicts that
the driplines in these isotonic chains are after 46Fe and 60Ge, respectively, which
slightly underestimates the location of the dripline. For the N = 50 chain, the
heaviest known isotone is 100Sn which is also the predicted heaviest isotone that























FIGURE 5.25: Two-proton separation energies for N =
20, 28, 50, 82 and 126 isotonic chains as a function of the pro-
ton number. The proton dripline is determined by the last isotone
in the chain with a positive value for S2p.
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For N = 82 chain, the heaviest known isotone is 155Ta and QMCπ-III predicts
that the next isotone 156W, will be the last isotone before its predicted dripline.
Finally, for N = 126 chain, 218U is the heaviest known isotone and the next even-
even isotone 220Pu is predicted by QMCπ-III to be the last isotone before the
proton dripline.
5.11 Single-particle energies
For doubly-magic nuclei, data is available for the single-particle (sp) energies
which can be used to check the predictions from QMC in the filling of sp states [37].
Predictions for proton and neutron sp energies at sphericity for 100Sn and 132Sn,
computed from various versions of QMC model, alongwith data from experi-
ment, are shown in Figures 5.26 to 5.27, respectively.
For 100Sn in Figure 5.26, proton states are predicted in correct order from
QMC, however, states in QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III appear to be squeezed com-
pared to those of the earlier versions and from experiment. Nevertheless, the sp
gap at N = 50 is predicted fairly well in all QMC versions. For the neutron states,
QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III predict the correct order while in QMC-I and QMCπ-
I, states 2d3/2 and 3s1/2 are inverted. Further in the first two versions, the states
appear to be more spread out compared to those of the later versions and from ex-
periment. Neutron states from QMCπ-II are slightly squeezed and a gap opens
between the 1g7/2 and 2d5/2 states where there should be none as shown from
data. These are improved in QMCπ-III in comparison with experiment although
the 1g9/2 state is slightly pushed up, thereby decreasing the sp gap at N = 50.
For 132Sn in Figure 5.27, proton states are in the correct order compared to that
of experiment, except for QMCπ-II where 1h11/2 and 2d3/2 states are inverted.
Both QMC-I and QMCπ-I have spread out proton states compared to data which
are improved in the later versions. The sp gaps at N = 50 are slightly smaller
from QMC compared to experiment as the 1g9/2 state is pushed up closer the
the Fermi level. Further, a relatively larger gap appears between 1g7/2 and 2d5/2
states from QMC in comparison to data. For the neutron states, some inversions
occur again from QMC results owing to the very close sp energy values. Both
QMC-I and QMCπ-I predict more spread out neutron states while in QMCπ-II,
the states appear to be more squeezed compared to experiment. This is improved
in QMCπ-III where the states are mostly in the correct order. The sp gap at N =























































FIGURE 5.26: Proton and neutron single-particle energies for 100Sn
obtained from different QMC versions. Experimental data is taken
from [37]. Single-particle levels are shown in different colors and
labels are placed before the experimental data for each level.
82 are overestimated in the early QMC versions and is somehow improved in
QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III.
In summary, the QMC model proved to be successful its predictions for sev-
eral observables for even-even nuclei along magic chains. An overall improve-
ment is seen as the model developed, both for nuclear matter properties and for
observables of finite nuclei. Apart from binding energies and charge radii which
were included in the fitting procedure, other nuclear observables which had not
been part of the fit, were also fairly well reproduced. Charge density distribu-
tions for chosen nuclei agree well with data from scattering experiments, as well
as QMC results for optical shifts and skin thickness. Shell closures were located
from looking at separation energies and shell gaps, and predictions for proton
and neutron driplines along the magic chains were also computed. Shell struc-
ture was also further investigated by computing the single-particle energies. Re-
sults for both doubly-magic isotopes, 100Sn and 132Sn, were comparable to data,
showing some improvements as the QMC model developed.




























































FIGURE 5.27: Same in Figure 5.26 but for 132Sn .
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Chapter 6
Predictions in the superheavy region
The QMC model has shown outstanding predictions for superheavy elements
(SHE) even in its early stages of development for finite nuclei. Ref. [8] reported
that the QMC-I version had an absolute rms residual of 1.97 MeV for SHE even
in its simple form with only four model parameters. In comparison, SV-min [24]
yielding an rms residual of 6.17 MeV had thirteen parameters. Calculations were
extended for elements up to predicted proton and neutron driplines for energies
and deformation in QMCπ-I where the results were found to agree well with
available data and were comparable to results of other nuclear models where
data is not yet known [53]. Moreover, predictions for binding energies of SHE
were improved in QMCπ-II, yielding an rms residual of 2.0 MeV compared to
those of SV-min [24] and DD-MEδ [66] yielding 6.8 and 2.5 MeV, respectively, for
the same set of nuclei [54].
In this chapter, more calculations are reported for various ground-state ob-
servables in the SHE region. Results are then compared for the different versions
of QMC in comparison to the results from other nuclear models. It is empha-
sised that QMC parameter optimisation does not include SHE data in the fit and
that the final QMC parameters were only adjusted to the data presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.1. Even so, it is seen that the QMC model is able to give excellent predic-
tions in the SHE region.
6.1 Binding energies in the SHE region
Atomic mass is one of the most readily accessible ground-state observable. In the
superheavy region, data are available for known elements from 248Fm (Z = 100)
to 294Og (Z = 118). To get an overview of how QMC performs in the super-
heavy region, Table 6.1 presents the rms percent deviations and rms residuals
from QMC, as well as results from other nuclear models.
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TABLE 6.1: Comparison of rms percent deviations and rms residuals
from QMC and from other nuclear models for SHE with available
data.
rms % deviation rms residual (MeV)
QMCπ-III 0.03 0.52
QMCπ-II [54] 0.11 2.04
QMCπ-I [53] 0.12 2.42
QMC-I [8] 0.08 1.50
FRDM [23] 0.11 2.25
SV-min [24] 0.36 6.99
UNEDF1 [28] 0.07 1.31
DD-MEδ [66] 0.12 2.28
A significant improvement in BE is seen in the latest version, QMCπ-III, where
the rms % deviation and rms residual are only 0.03% and 0.52 MeV, respectively,
compared to the older QMC versions which have values up to four times larger.
Furthermore, QMCπ-III performs even better compared to FRDM, which was
seen to have outstanding energy predictions in the light to heavy mass regions.
SV-min is seen to underestimate BE, as also reported in Ref. [8], while predic-
tions are improved in another Skyrme-type force UNEDF1 [28]. Meanwhile, the
covariant EDF, DD-MEδ [66], performs at a level comparable to QMCπ-I.
Figure 6.1 shows the BE residuals from QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III along with
results from the other nuclear models, plotted against mass number A. Predic-
tions from QMCπ-III are significantly improved for all SHE included in the plot
compared to QMCπ-II, and are even better compared to the results from other
models. The residuals from QMCπ-III vary only between ±1 MeV where for SV-
min varied up to around 8 MeV. FRDM appears to have increasing residuals for
SHE as A increases. Meanwhile, QMCπ-II yields comparable results to DD-MEδ,
with residuals varying from 0 to 4 MeV, while residuals from UNEDF1 vary up
to 2 MeV.




























FIGURE 6.1: SHE binding energy residuals for nuclei with Z ≥ 100
plotted against mass number A.
Energies are further investigated within the QMC model by looking at the
binding energy curves and total BE residuals along isotopic chains for each SHE.
These are shown in Figures 6.2 to 6.4 for nuclei with 100 ≤ Z ≤ 110. For elements
with Z > 110, the results are summarised in Table 6.2.
For both the Fm and No chains in Figure 6.2, QMCπ-III is able to replicate the
experimental values really well compared to the previous QMC versions. QMCπ-
II predicts underbinding, while energies from QMCπ-I are overbound, with total
BE residuals reaching 4.5 MeV for the heaviest Fm and No nuclei. QMC-I, on
the other hand, predicts overbinding for the lighter isotopes and underbinding
for the heavier nuclei with total residuals ranging between ±3 MeV. For the Fm
chain, light isotopes with 142 ≤ N ≤ 150 are more bound and binding decreases
towards the heavier isotopes. For the No chain, a flat trend appears for 146 ≤
N ≤ 152, then there is a steady increase in B/A as N further increases.









































	146 	150 	154 	158 	162
FIGURE 6.2: BE per nucleon and total BE residuals along Fm and
No chains. Experimental data are taken from Ref. [38] and errors are
smaller than the symbols used in the plot. Plot legend is located in
the top right panel.
Just as in the Fm and No chains, predictions for Rf and Sg, shown in Fig-
ure 6.3, behave in the same way for the different QMC versions. QMC-I predicts
overbinding for the lighter isotopes and underbinding on the heavier side while
again, QMCπ-I predicts overbinding for both Rf and Sg chains with increasing
residuals as N increases. QMCπ-II also predicts underbinding as before, with
decreasing residuals towards the heavier isotopes. QMCπ-III is able to repro-
duce the experimental values very well for both chains. Isotopes on the lighter
side of the chain and around N = 152, appear to be more bound compared to the
heavier nuclei in both chains of Rf and Sg.
For the Hs and Ds chains in Figure 6.4, an almost flat trend appears from the
lighter isotopes in the chain up to N = 162, then, a steady increase in B/A is
seen as N further increases. Just as for Fm to Sg, QMCπ-I predicts overbinding
for both the Hs and Ds chains, while QMCπ-II predicts underbinding. QMCπ-III
predicts slight underbinding on the lighter isotopes in both chains but still yields
results that agree really well with experiment compared to the other versions,
with total BE residuals of only less than 1 MeV.
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FIGURE 6.3: BE per nucleon and total BE residuals along Rf and Sg
chains. Experimental data are taken from Ref. [38] and errors are
smaller than the symbols used in the plot. Plot legend is located in
the top right panel.
For Z ≥ 112, since there are few isotopes known in this region, the total
BE residuals are instead listed in Table 6.2. Both QMC-I and QMCπ-I predict
overbinding for most of the nuclei with Z ≥ 112, with residuals reaching up to
1.8 MeV and 3.4 MeV, respectively. QMCπ-II again predicts underbinding with
residuals up to 3.5 MeV for 294Og which is the heaviest known SHE. QMCπ-III
improves the predictions compared to the previous versions with highest resid-
ual of only 1.3 MeV for 292Lv.
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FIGURE 6.4: BE per nucleon and total BE residuals along the Hs and
Ds chains. Experimental data are taken from Ref. [38] and errors are
smaller than the symbols used in the plot. Plot legend is located in
the top right panel.
TABLE 6.2: Comparison of total BE residuals for Z ≥ 112 from dif-
ferent QMC versions.
Element Z N QMC-I QMCπ-I QMCπ-II QMCπ-III
Cn 112 164 -1.8 -1.2 2.7 0.2
112 166 -1.7 -1.9 2.5 -0.8
112 168 -1.4 -2.5 1.5 -0.6
112 170 -0.8 -2.8 1.0 -0.6
112 172 -0.4 -3.4 0.4 -1.1
Fl 114 170 -1.2 -1.7 1.6 0.3
114 172 -0.5 -2.0 1.4 0.2
114 174 0.1 -2.4 1.0 -0.6
Lv 116 174 -0.4 -1.2 2.4 -0.3
116 176 0.3 -1.6 2.1 -1.3
Og 118 176 -0.7 -0.8 3.5 -0.8
6.2 Subshell closures
In the previous section, it was seen that SHE isotopes tend to be more bound in
the region around N = 152 and N = 162. These neutron numbers are in fact seen
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to display a subshell closure behaviour from experimental data. This behaviour
can be checked in QMCπ-III by calculating separation energies and shell gaps as
what was done in Sections 5.8 and 5.9 to identify the shell closures along isotopic
chains.
Figure 6.5 shows the two-neutron shell gaps plotted against N, from experi-
mental masses and from various QMC versions. It can be seen that, indeed, data
suggests subshell closures at N = 152 and N = 162. These are not very well
reproduced in both QMCπ-I and QMCπ-II. A small peak at N = 162 is seen from
QMCπ-I with around half the δ2n value from experiment, while for QMCπ-II, the
peak is displaced at N = 164. Results from QMCπ-III predict the presence of
subshell closures although the peaks appear to be somewhat overestimated. The
latest version tends to be very sensitive around the N = 162 closure such that the
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QMCπ-III
Neutron	number,	N
FIGURE 6.5: Two-neutron shell gaps plotted against neutron num-
ber from various QMC versions. Experimental data are taken from
the differences of S2n in Ref. [38]. Subshell closures at N = 152 and
N = 162 are indicated with dashed lines. Plot legend is located in
the top right panel.
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Figure 6.6 shows the two-neutron separation energy, S2n, plotted against N,
from QMCπ-III and from experiment. Predictions from QMCπ-III, shown as
filled symbols, mostly lie within the errors of experimental data which are shown
as empty symbols with vertical errorbars. As discussed in the previous section,
QMCπ-III is able to reproduce the subshell closures at N = 152 and N = 162.
This can be seen in the sudden drop in S2n values at these closures which are in-
dicated with dashed lines in the figure. The inset figure shows S2n values plotted
against N for SHE with Z ≥ 112. QMCπ-III predictions are again within the er-
rors of available data and there are no expected closures for N from experiment






























FIGURE 6.6: Two-neutron separation energies plotted against neu-
tron number. Results from QMCπ-III are shown as filled symbols
and connected by lines while experimental data and errors, taken
from Ref. [38], are shown as empty symbols with vertical errorbars.
Subshell closures at N = 152 and N = 162 are indicated with dashed
lines. Inset shows the S2n values plotted against N for SHE with
Z ≥ 112.
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Table 6.3 compares the S2n and δ2n rms residuals from QMC and from other
nuclear models for SHE with available data. For S2n and within the QMC model,
the rms residual is decreased as the model is improved so that in the latest ver-
sion, the value is only around 0.39 MeV. SV-min which had higher residuals for
total BE, predicts very well for S2n , even better than the other models listed in the
table. For δ2n , residuals from QMCπ-III slightly increased compared to the other
versions of the model but still at a small value of half an MeV. The other nuclear
models performed slightly better but with very close values to that of QMC. It
should be noted that while the rms residuals give an overall check for the predic-
tions of the various models, it is more important to look at the nuclear structure
revealed in the values from S2n and δ2n . It was seen that among the QMC mod-
els, only QMCπ-III is able to reproduce the subshell closures well, even though it
showed slightly higher δ2n residuals than the previous versions.
TABLE 6.3: Comparison of S2n and δ2n rms residuals from QMC and
from other nuclear models for SHE with available data.
S2n rms residual (MeV) δ2n rms residual (MeV)
QMCπ-III [55] 0.39 0.51
QMCπ-II [54] 0.46 0.44
QMCπ-I [53] 0.51 0.34
QMC-I [8] 0.62 0.37
FRDM [23] 0.44 0.36
SV-min [24] 0.24 0.29
UNEDF1 [28] 0.31 0.26
6.3 Two-particle driplines
To determine the two-particle driplines, the calculations for separation energies
are extended on both sides of the nuclear chart. Recall that on the proton side,
the dripline can be determined by adding more protons in a given isotone then
calculating S2p until the value becomes negative. The last isotone with positive
S2p determines the two-proton dripline. The same is done at the neutron-rich side
by adding more neutrons to a given isotope until S2n becomes negative. The last
isotope with positive value for S2n will then determine the two-neutron dripline.
Figure 6.7 shows the two-proton separation energy for nuclei with Z ≥ 100
calculated from QMCπ-III. Shown in boxes are the currently known SHE while
the rest of the nuclei shown have unknown experimental masses. The proton









































FIGURE 6.7: Two-proton separation energy for nuclei with Z ≥ 100.
Calculations are extended up to the proton dripline which is deter-
mined by nuclei with S2p ≥ 0. Nuclei with currently known masses
are specified in black boxes.
dripline is not very far from the last known nucleus on the proton-rich side of
each isotope. For instance, for the heaviest known element 294Og, the predicted
dripline is at 284Og which is only ten neutrons to the left of 294Og. To the right of
the chart, the proton separation energies increase since it will require more energy
to pluck out protons from a given element with more neutrons.
Figure 6.8 shows the two-neutron separation energy for nuclei with Z ≥ 100
from QMCπ-III. Again, known nuclei are specified in black boxes while the rest
of the nuclei shown have unknown masses. The neutron dripline is located much
farther at the right side of the chart with neutron number extending up to around
N ≈ 280 for the heaviest known element Og. This is due to the fact that more neu-
trons can be contained in superheavies owing to their large number of protons.









































FIGURE 6.8: Two-neutron separation energies for nuclei with Z ≥
100. Calculations are extended up to the neutron dripline which is
determined by nuclei with S2n ≥ 0. Nuclei with currently known
masses are specified in black boxes.
6.4 Qα energies and half-life
Apart from two-particle separation energies, the Qα energies discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.1 can also reveal shell structures in an atomic nuclei. At a shell closure,
Qα is expected to have a smaller value compared to that of the next isotope as it
requires more energy to remove an α particle from a nucleus right after a closed
shell.
Figure 6.9 shows the Qα energy for known nuclei with Z ≥ 100 plotted against
neutron number N. Results from QMCπ-II in the top panel and QMCπ-III in the
bottom panel, are shown as filled symbols and connected by lines, while experi-
mental data are shown as empty symbols with vertical errorbars. QMCπ-II pre-
dicts a somewhat smooth decrease in Qα as N increases along the isotopic chains,
thereby missing the dips at the shell closures N = 152 and N = 162 which are
seen from experimental data. For nuclei outside shell closures, QMCπ-II predic-
tions are slightly better compared to QMCπ-III. It is important to note, however,
that the latest version is able to replicate the dips in Qα energies that are expected
94 Chapter 6. Predictions in the superheavy region



















































FIGURE 6.9: Qα energy for nuclei with Z ≥ 100 plotted against neu-
tron number N. Results from the QMC model are shown as filled
symbols and connected by lines, while experimental data and er-
rors, taken from Ref. [38], are shown as empty symbols with vertical
errorbars. Subshell closures at N = 152 and N = 162 are indicated
with dashed lines.
Using the Qα values, half-lives can be calculated using the Viola-Seaborg re-
lationship as discussed in Section 3.2.1. The log10(T1/2) values are very sensitive
to Qα , such that a change of 1 MeV, results in a change of around three orders
of magnitude for log10(T1/2) . Figure 6.10 shows a comparison of log10(T1/2) pre-
dictions from FRDM, SV-min and QMCπ-III along with values obtained from
available data. Boxes shown in violet have half-lives less than 10−4 s while those
in red have T1/2 > 1010 s. Closer to the proton dripline, the nuclei are seen to
have shorter half-lives while towards the neutron dripline, half-lives against α
decay are longer. QMCπ-III predictions are almost comparable to those of FRDM
and SV-min where neutron-rich SHE with Z ≤ 110 appear to have T1/2 > 1010 s.
Table 6.4 shows a comparison of Qα and log10(T1/2) rms residuals from QMC
and from other nuclear models for SHE with available data. As seen in Figure 6.9,
Qα values from QMCπ-III are slightly off for some isotopic chains, resulting
































































FIGURE 6.10: Comparison of log10(T1/2) predictions from FRDM,
SV-min and QMCπ-III along with values obtained from available
data.
in higher residuals compared to QMCπ-I and QMCπ-II. Nevertheless, the rms
residual for Qα is still well below 1 MeV, which is quite reasonable knowing that
energy differences were not included in the QMC fitting procedure. In the table,
QMCπ-III has an rms residual of around 101.8 ≈ 63 s for the half-life against α de-
cay. This is quite comparable to FRDM results but SV-min and UNEDF1 perfom
better for Qα , and thus for log10(T1/2) .
TABLE 6.4: Comparison of Qα and log10(T1/2) rms residuals from
QMC and from other nuclear models for SHE with available data.
Qα rms residual (MeV) log10(T1/2) rms residual (s)
QMCπ-III 0.56 1.80
QMCπ-II [54] 0.43 1.16
QMCπ-I [53] 0.43 1.18
QMC-I [8] 0.67 2.28
FRDM [23] 0.52 1.67
SV-min [24] 0.36 0.98
UNEDF1 [28] 0.28 0.92
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6.5 Deformation properties
In this section, the deformation properties of SHE are investigated in detail. Fig-
ures 6.11 and 6.12 show the deformation energy, Edef , plotted against the quadrupole
deformation parameter, β2 , obtained from QMCπ-III. Edef is defined as the en-
ergy difference between the total BE of deformed states from the total BE at a
spherical shape. The minimum of deformation curves correspond to the equilib-
rium shape of the nucleus.
Figures 6.11 (a) to (f) show the deformation plots for SHE with 100 ≤ Z ≤ 110
and with N from the proton dripline up to N ≤ 186. Note that the calculations
include isotopes which are not yet observed experimentally but lie within the pro-
ton and neutron driplines predicted by QMCπ-III. From the plots, the following
trends are observed:
• For 148 ≤ N ≤ 164, the isotopes have prolate minima around β2 ≈ 0.3
which becomes shallow as N increases.
• At N = 166 and N = 168 and starting from the Fm chain, a shape coexis-
tence develops with prolate and oblate minima at β2 ≈ 0.2 and β2 ≈ −0.2,
respectively. The prolate minimum moves closer to the spherical shape (β2
= 0) as N increases in each of the isotopic chain. Further, the oblate mini-
mum slowly vanishes as Z increases towards the Ds chain so that the iso-
topes become primarily prolate.
• From N = 170 and N = 178, the shape coexistence behaviour persists but
starting from the Rf chain, an additional third minimum starts to develop
at β2 ≈ 0.4. This prolate shape becomes more apparent towards the Ds
chain and as N increases, so that the N = 178 isotones appear to have three
coexisting shapes: oblate, spherical, and prolate.
• For N = 180 and N = 186 and starting from the Fm chain, isotopes ap-
pear to be mostly spherical, though a small oblate minimum also starts to
develop as Z increases. Further, a third prolate minimum at β2 ≈ 0.5 also
develops so that starting from the Sg chain, the isotopes appear again to
have tri-shapes. The highly prolate shape overcomes the other shapes as
both Z and N increase further.







































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 6.11: Deformation plots for even-even SHE with 100 ≤ Z ≤
110 and with N from the proton dripline up to N ≤ 186 obtained
from QMCπ-III. Plot legends are placed at each panel for all isotopic
chains.
Figures 6.12 (a) to (d) show the deformation plots for SHE with 112 ≤ Z ≤ 118
and with N from the proton dripline up to N = 186.

































































































































































































FIGURE 6.12: Same in Figure 6.11 but for 112 ≤ Z ≤ 118.
For SHE with 112 ≤ Z ≤ 118, the following trends are observed:
• From 158 ≤ N ≤ 172, the isotopic chains have primarily prolate shapes at
β2 ∼ 0.2. This minimum moves toward the spherical shape as both Z and
N increase. Further, an oblate minimum at β2 ∼ -0.2 and another prolate
minimum at β2 ∼ 0.5 start to develop which balances out with the first
minimum as mass increases so that tri-shapes tend to appear for heavier
isotopes.
• The tri-shape coexistence persists for isotopes with 174 ≤ N ≤ 180, al-
though the first minimum, now at β2 ∼ 0.1, slowly disappears as N in-
creases in each isotopic chain. This then leaves the other oblate and highly
prolate minima for the heavier isotopes.
• For 182 ≤ N ≤ 186, the isotopes appear to have highly prolate shapes.
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Since there are no available data for the deformation of SHE, QMC predic-
tions are instead compared with results from other nuclear models. Figures 6.13
to 6.15 present a comparison of quadrupole deformations along SHE isotopic
chains from several models. Recall that from QMCπ-III deformation plots, shape
coexistence can appear in some isotopes. Thus for QMCπ-III, the plots show the
first minima as filled red symbols while the other minima, which are very close
to the first one, are shown as empty red symbols and labelled ‘QMCπ-III*’.
For the Fm, No and Rf chains in Figure 6.13, QMCπ-III predict prolate shapes
from the proton dripline up to around N = 170 and then changes shape to being
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FIGURE 6.13: Comparison of deformation parameter, β2 , values
along the Fm, No, Rf, and Sg isotopic chains from several nuclear
models. For QMCπ-III, the first minima are shown as filled red sym-
bols, while the other minima, which are very close to the first, are
shown as empty red symbols and labelled ‘QMCπ-III*’. Plot legend
is located in the top right panel.
Further for QMCπ-III, a second prolate minimum appears for the isotopes
with 172 ≤ N ≤ 180. Around the predicted shell closure at N = 184, QMC
predicts shape coexistence of spherical and oblate shapes for Fm, Rf and No iso-
topic chains, where most of the other models predict spherical shapes only. For
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the Sg chain, however, QMCπ-III yields prolate shapes up to N = 180 with the
deformation increasing further around N = 184. Other minima predicted from
QMCπ-III give spherical and oblate shapes for Sg around N = 184 where, again,
the other models predict spherical shapes only.
For the Hs, Ds, Cn and Fl isotopic chains in Figure 6.14, QMC predicts primar-
ily prolate shapes up to N = 178. Some isotopes with 170 ≤ N ≤ 178 develop
shape coexistence as Z increases. Starting from N = 180, deformation further in-
creases from β2 ∼ 0.5 to 0.6 in QMCπ-III. The other models predict prolate shapes
as well up to around N = 174 but give oblate to spherical shapes as N increases.
Around the supposed N = 184 closure, QMCπ-III yields highly prolate shapes
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FIGURE 6.14: Same as in Figure 6.13 but for Hs, Ds, Cn and Fl iso-
topic chains.
For the Lv and Og isotopic chains in Figure 6.15, shape coexistence occurs in
most of the isotopes as predicted by QMCπ-III. Meanwhile, the other models give
prolate to oblate shapes as N increases then spherical shapes around N = 184.


























FIGURE 6.15: Same as in Figure 6.13 but for Lv, Og, Z = 120 and
Z = 122 isotopic chains. Plot legend is located at the bottom right
panel.
Calculations are extended to the chains of Z = 120 and Z = 122, which are
yet unknown SHE. In the bottom plots of Figure 6.15, FRDM and SV-min give
spherical shapes for both chains, while UNEDF1 predicts prolate to spherical be-
haviour as N increases for Z = 120 chain. On the other hand, QMCπ-III gives
highly prolate shapes along both chains.
Overall, the latest version of the QMC model is able to perform very well
in the superheavy region, yielding excellent results for binding energies and en-
ergy differences compared to available data. The improvement in predictions
were seen as the QMC model developed. Furthermore, in regions where data for
ground-state observables are not yet available, QMCπ-III showed comparable re-
sults to other nuclear models eventhough there are significantly fewer number of
parameters in the QMC model. In the succeeding chapter, QMC predictions are




The QMC model across the nuclear
landscape
In Chapter 5, the success of the QMC model was demonstrated along magic
chains of nuclei. The model developments and significant improvements in pre-
dictions for nuclear observables in that region naturally suggest that calculations
should be extended to other regions in the nuclear chart. In this chapter, the latest
version, QMCπ-III, is used to explore several properties and observables for all
even-even nuclei within the current nuclear landscape.
7.1 Binding energies
At the valley of stability, atomic nuclei are more bound compared to nuclei closer
to the driplines. Figure 7.1 shows the binding energy per nucleon, B/A, for even-
even nuclei with Z, N ≥ 8 across the nuclear chart obtained from QMCπ-III.
Closer to black are nuclei which are more stable and those closer to yellow have
less binding. It can be seen that B/A changes relatively quicker at magic numbers
as can be seen by the sudden change in shade at those regions. This behaviour is
more visible in the differences of energies which will be taken up in Section 7.3.
In light nuclei, the decrease in binding is easily seen as isotopic chains reach the
driplines. Further, B/A decreases as atomic number increases up in the chart
towards the superheavy region.




























FIGURE 7.1: Binding energy per nucleon for even-even nuclei with
Z, N ≥ 8 across the nuclear chart predicted by QMCπ-III. Closer to
black are nuclei with more binding while closer to yellow are those
with less binding.
The performance of the latest QMC version for even-even nuclei can be eval-
uated by looking at the deviation of QMCπ-III results from experimental data.
Figures 7.2 (a) and (b) show the BE residuals and the percent deviations, respec-
tively, as defined in Section 4.3.2. For QMCπ-III, residuals for total BE vary from
around ± 5 MeV and deviations are up to around 1%. Residuals are seen to be
relatively higher for symmetric nuclei with Z = N. Such discrepancy may be
attributed to Wigner energy [67, 68, 69] due to proton-neutron pairing, which is
conventionally neglected in mean-field theories. Symmetric nuclei will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 7.5.1. Further, residuals are also relatively higher with
predicted overbinding, for heavy isotopes of Ca and Ni as well as for heavy
N = 126 isotones. There is also predicted underbinding for Pb isotopes closer
to the driplines. Looking at the percent deviations, values are relatively higher
for light nuclei closer to the driplines and again, for Z = N. Note that one can-
not expect perfect agreement with data for very light nuclei as well as for soft
nuclei since they can exhibit other correlations beyond mean-fields. It is empha-
sized, however, that these BE results are already outstanding as can be seen in
7.1. Binding energies 105







































































FIGURE 7.2: QMCπ-III predictions for (a) BE residuals and (b) ab-
solute BE % deviation for even-even nuclei with known masses.
Magic numbers are specified with solid lines while symmetric nu-
clei, Z = N, are shown with dashed lines.
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To compare the results from QMCπ-III to the predictions of the previous QMC
versions as well as with other existing models, Table 7.1 lists both the rms residual
and rms % deviation for total BE. The improvement in BE predictions through-
TABLE 7.1: Comparison of BE rms residual and rms % deviation
from QMC and other nuclear models. There are a total of 820 even-
even nuclei with available masses included in the calculation and
shown in Figure 7.2.









out the chart can be seen as the QMC model develops, giving an rms residual
of only 1.59 MeV and an rms % deviation of 0.29 in the latest version. These
values are even smaller compared to the predictions from the Skyrme forces, SV-
min [24] and UNEDF1 [26], and with the covariant EDF, DD-MEδ [66]. FRDM [23]
still gives the best predictions for masses but QMCπ-III results are already fairly
comparable.
7.2 RMS charge radius
Apart from binding energy, charge radius is also investigated across the chart.
Figure 7.3 shows the QMCπ-III predictions for (a) Rch residuals and (b) Rch %
deviation for even-even nuclei with known radii. Note that there are fewer avail-
able data for radii than there are for energies. Residuals for Rch vary from around
± 0.05 fm while the deviations are up to around 1%. Deviations from experiment
are relatively higher for light nuclei particularly in the regions of 16O and 40Ca.
Further, residuals are also relatively higher just below the Pb chain as well as in
the uranium (Z = 92) region. Not included in the plot, for visual purposes, is
the curium (Z = 96) chain where residuals are up to 0.1 fm and deviations are as
much as 2%.
Table 7.2 shows the performance of QMCπ-III for Rch in comparison with pre-
vious QMC versions and other nuclear models. Just as in BE, improvements are


































































FIGURE 7.3: QMCπ-III predictions for (a) Rch residuals and (b) Rch
% deviation for even-even nuclei with known radii. Magic numbers
are specified with solid lines while symmetric nuclei, Z = N, are
shown with dashed lines.
seen in the latest QMC version where rms residual decreased to 0.024 fm and de-
viation to only 0.5% compared to the slightly higher values in the earlier versions.
Looking at the percent deviations, QMCπ-III results are slightly better compared
to the values from SV-min and UNEDF1 as well as from DD-MEδ. Note that
FRDM does not provide data for Rch .
TABLE 7.2: Comparison of Rch rms residual and rms % deviation
from QMC and other nuclear models. There are a total of 350 even-
even nuclei with available radii and with Z ≤ 96 included in the
calculation.
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7.3 Shell closures
As mentioned in Section 7.1, the locations of magic numbers can be rendered
more visible by looking at energy differences. Figure 7.4 shows the two-particle
separation energies and two-particle shell gaps computed from atomic masses
in QMCπ-III. For S2n and S2p , sudden drops in separation energy values sig-
nify the locations of shell closures. These are seen at the magic numbers Z, N =
20, 28, 50, 82 and at N = 126 by the lines forming at these particle numbers. The
values for S2n decrease as N increases along isotopic chains. In the same way, S2p
values also decrease as Z increase along isotonic chains. Recall that extending the
calculations for separation energies will eventually reach a limit for each chain






































































FIGURE 7.4: Two-particle separation energies and shell gaps for
known even-even nuclei predicted by QMCπ-III. Note the existence
of shell closures seen from the lines forming at the locations of magic
numbers.
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For the two-particle shell gaps, defined in Eq. (3.21), predictions from QMCπ-
III fluctuate along the chains of nuclei. Nevertheless, the locations of the shell
closures are visible. Note that since separation energies are larger at magic num-
bers, the corresponding shell gap will also be relatively higher compared to those
of other nuclei along isotopic and isotonic chains. Shell closures are identified by
the peaks in shell gaps which are again seen by the lines forming at the locations
of magic numbers for δ2p and δ2n in Figure 7.4.
From Qα energies, shell closures can also be identified where the values along
isotopic chains create a minimum. Figure 7.5 shows the Qα predictions from
QMCπ-III across the chart as well as the corresponding half-lives for α decay.
Half-lives are calculated using the Viola-Seaborg relation given in Eq. (3.20). Nu-
clei with Qα < 0 are stable against α decay while those with Qα > 0 are unstable.
The plot for half-lives only shows values for nuclei that are predicted to be unsta-































































FIGURE 7.5: (a) Qα predictions from QMCπ-III across the chart and
(b) the corresponding half-lives for α decay. Note that only nuclei
which are unstable against α decay (Qα > 0) are shown in (b).
In Figure 7.5 (a), the shell closures are once again seen from Qα values by
the lines forming at the magic numbers. Along isotopic chains, Qα decreases as
N increases but suffers an abrupt increase in Qα right after a closure, thereby
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creating a minimum at the location of the closure. This behaviour was also seen,
for example, along SHE chains in Figure 6.9 of the previous chapter.
Corresponding half-lives for α decay in Figure 7.5 (b), show that heavy nu-
clei closer to the proton dripline have shorter predicted lifetimes compared to
lighter nuclei along isotonic chains. It can also be seen that the isotonic chains
N = 82, 126, 162 have somewhat visible lines showing shorter lifetimes right af-
ter these closures compared to the T1/2 values along their isotopic chains. This
corresponds to the minima in Qα energies at the locations of the shell closures.
Table 7.3 shows a comparison of rms residuals for separation energies from
QMC and from other nuclear models. QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III have comparable
results for separation energies with the latest version only improving marginally
for S2n , S2p and Qα . Both SV-min and UNEDF1 are good in predicting energy
differences despite having higher residuals for absolute BE values. Meanwhile,
DD-MEδ have comparable values to those of QMC while FRDM gives the best
predictions for separation energies.
TABLE 7.3: Comparison of rms residuals for separation energies (in
MeV) from QMC and from other nuclear models.
Model S2n S2p δ2n δ2p Qα
QMCπ-III 0.97 0.95 1.24 1.28 1.07
QMCπ-II 1.03 1.08 1.20 1.25 1.19
SV-min 0.77 0.82 0.87 1.00 0.79
UNEDF1 0.74 0.82 0.85 0.90 0.80
DD-MEδ 1.01 1.05 1.12 1.11 1.30
FRDM 0.50 0.55 0.61 0.75 0.61
7.4 Nuclear deformation
Across the nuclear chart, shapes of even-even nuclei are investigated by comput-
ing their ground-state quadrupole deformation. Figure 7.6 shows (a) the defor-
mation parameter β2 from QMCπ-III and (b) the residuals upon comparison with
available data [52]. Note that in plot (b), values from QMCπ-III are taken in their
absolute values since experimental data are only in absolute values of β2 .
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, nuclei with β2 ≈ 0 have spherical shapes while
those with β2 < 0 and β2 > 0 correspond to oblate and prolate shapes, respec-
tively. It is emphasized that experimental values for β2 are only deduced from the


































































FIGURE 7.6: QMCπ-III predictions for (a) quadrupole deformation
parameter, β2, and (b) corresponding residuals upon comparison
with available data [52]. Magic numbers are specified with solid
lines while symmetric nuclei, Z = N, are shown with dashed lines.
transition probabilities, B(E2) ↑, which are good approximation only for well-
deformed nuclei. For spherical nuclei, measured B(E2) ↑ may include collective
excitations which may result to a non-zero value for β2 . Dynamic deformations
resulting from the vibrations in the nuclear surface may then be different in value
compared to the static deformation [70].
In Figure 7.6 (a), QMCπ-III predicts that nuclei are spherical at the regions
of magicity. Nuclei that are relatively far from the magic numbers, consequently
at mid-shells, have relatively higher deformations. In particular, regions with
high deformations are around light and heavy isotopes of the Zr chain with N ∼
40 and N ∼ 60, respectively. This will be discussed in detail in Section 7.5.3.
Deformation is also higher at the symmetric nucleus 24Mg which will be further
looked into in Section 7.5.1. Further, there are also relatively higher deformations
for Z ∼ 60 isotopes with N ∼ 60 and N ∼ 100. For the Gd chain with Z = 64,
deformations are discussed in Section 7.5.5.
In Figure 7.6 (b), the absolute residuals for β2 vary up to 0.3 and are relatively
higher for light nuclei. Moreover, deviations are higher along the symmetric line
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up to 32S as well as at 40Ca and near 80Zr. Deformations for nuclei along the
symmetric line will be discussed in detail in Section 7.5.1.
To compare the QMC predictions for nuclear shapes with those from other
nuclear models, rms residuals and rms % deviations are listed in Table 7.4. The
comparison includes a total of 324 even-even nuclei with available data for β2 .
TABLE 7.4: Comparison of β2 rms residuals and rms % deviations
from QMCπ-III and from other nuclear models. There are a total of
324 even-even nuclei with available data for β2 included for com-
parison.






For quadrupole deformations, QMCπ-III is seen to perform at par with FRDM,
both having an rms residual of 0.11 and rms deviation of around 30%. Compared
to QMCπ-III, DD-MEδ has slightly higher deviations while both SV-min and UN-
EDF1 have almost twice the percentage deviations.
7.5 Shape coexistence
Even at their ground-states, some nuclei are found to exhibit two or three shapes
corresponding to the minimum values of deformation energies. This phenomenon,
called shape coexistence, has been studied for several regions in the nuclear chart
[71, 72, 73]. In this section, some of these regions will be investigated using
QMCπ-III to see if the model is able to capture such behaviour.
7.5.1 Symmetric nuclei, Z = N
The study of shape coexistence is known to have originated from the doubly-
magic and symmetric 16O nucleus. It was then believed that the succeeding
doubly-magic and symmetric nuclei, 40Ca and 56Ni, also exhibit coexisting bands
in their first excited states which may mix with the ground states [71]. Although
only ground states are calculated in the present research, one can easily relate
the transition energy to the first 2+ state using the β2 parameter, as discussed in
Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 7.7 shows the deformation energies, Edef , as defined in Section 6.5,
plotted against β2 parameter calculated from QMCπ-III for all known symmetric




















































FIGURE 7.7: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plotted
against β2 parameter for all known symmetric nuclei. Plot legends
are placed in each of the panel.
curves) are all spherical with β2 ∼ 0. Recall that these nuclei are included in the
fitting procedure and were strictly imposed to have spherical shapes. Apart from
these isotopes, most of the other symmetric nuclei are predicted to exhibit shape
coexistence. Starting from 20Ne, a primary prolate minimum appears, while there
is also an onset of a secondary oblate minimum. For 28Si, only the oblate mini-
mum at β2 ∼ -0.3 appears. For 32S, 36Ar and 44Ti, the minimum is rather flat,
spanning oblate to spherical to prolate shapes. From 48Cr to 68Se, with the excep-
tion of 56Ni, nuclei appear to have both oblate and prolate shapes with |β2| ∼ 0.2.
The oblate minimum then slowly shifts to the left at around β2 ∼ −0.35 for 72Kr
where the prolate minimum vanishes. For the next symmetric nucleus, 76Sr, the
deformed minimum shifts to the prolate side with β2 ∼ 0.45 while the oblate
shape disappears.
At the bottom plot, the symmetric 80Zr isotope which has both proton and
neutron numbers that are closed subshells (Z, N = 40), appears to have three
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shapes in its ground-state as predicted by QMCπ-III. 80Zr has an oblate shape
with β2 ∼ -0.2, a spherical shape with β2 ∼ 0 and a highly prolate minimum at
β2 ∼ 0.5. The Zr chain will be further investigated in Section 7.5.3. From 88Ru
to 96Cd, the nuclei are again predicted to have both oblate and prolate coexisting
shapes with decreasing deformation as mass increases.
Table 7.5 lists the β2 values corresponding to the location of deformed minima
for symmetric nuclei obtained from QMCπ-III. Available data from experiment,
which are only in absolute values of β2 , as well as predictions from FRDM, are
added for comparison.
TABLE 7.5: β2 values corresponding to the locations of the first
and second deformed minima for symmetric nuclei obtained from
QMCπ-III. Also added for comparison are experimental data which
are only available in absolute values [52], as well as FRDM re-
sults [23].
Z or N Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM Z or N Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
8 0.36 0.00 - -0.01 30 - 0.22 -0.14 0.16
10 0.73 0.46 -0.16 0.36 32 - 0.22 -0.22 0.21
12 0.61 0.50 -0.24 0.39 34 - -0.26 0.22 0.23
14 0.41 -0.28 - -0.36 36 - -0.34 - -0.37
16 0.31 0.10 - 0.22 38 - 0.46 - 0.40
18 0.26 -0.18 0.08 -0.26 40 - 0.48 -0.20 0.43
20 0.12 0.00 - 0.00 42 - -0.22 - -0.23
22 0.27 0.14 - 0.00 44 - -0.22 0.14 -0.24
24 0.34 0.30 -0.14 0.23 46 - 0.16 -0.16 0.00
26 - 0.24 -0.12 0.12 48 - 0.10 -0.06 -0.02
28 0.17 -0.02 - 0.00 50 - 0.00 - 0.00
From experimental data, the doubly-magic isotopes 16O, 40Ca and 56Ni exhibit
some value for β2 which may come from collective vibrations upon the measure-
ment of transition probabilities, B(E2) ↑, as discussed in Section 7.4. As said pre-
viously, these nuclei have been imposed to be spherical in the QMC fits. It must
be emphasized that deformations for these nuclei may come from correlations
with excited states which are not yet accessible in the present QMC calculations.
As seen in Figure 7.6, deviations are relatively higher for symmetric nuclei
up to 32S. From data, these nuclei appear to be highly deformed which are un-
derestimated in QMCπ-III and even in FRDM. For symmetric nuclei with 30 ≤
Z, N ≤ 50 where no data is available, QMCπ-III results are compared to those of
FRDM. β2 values from the two models are mostly comparable for the said nuclei,
except for 68Se where QMCπ-III predicts a primary oblate shape while FRDM
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gives prolate. Note, however, that from the deformation plot in Figure 7.7, 68Se
exhibits shape coexistence and its secondary minimum at β2 ∼ 0.22 has almost
equal deformation energy with the oblate minimum. The second minimum then
compares well with FRDM results. The shape coexistence in the Se chain is fur-
ther discussed in Section 7.5.5.
7.5.2 Island of inversion
Apart from symmetric nuclei, deviations for β2 are also seen to be relatively
higher near N = 20 isotones around Mg (Z = 12). This particularly interesting
region is known as the island of inversion where there seems to be disappearing
of shell gaps. On this island, the first excited states can mix with the ground states
and in some cases can even have energies lower than that of the ground states. As
a consequence, the single-particle energies are rearranged and the expected shell
gaps disappear. Moreover, the supposed ground state properties such as defor-
mation will be affected. The island of inversion, or also known as island of shell
breaking, is centered at 32Mg for N = 20 isotones. The island is also predicted
to appear for N = 28 isotones around 42Si. In this subsection, deformations and
shape coexistence are studied for the said isotonic chains using QMCπ-III.
Figure 7.8 shows the deformation energies plotted against β2 for N = 20 and
N = 28 isotones calculated from QMCπ-III. Along the N = 20 isotonic chain,
the nuclei are predicted to be spherical. For 32Mg, however, a second minimum
appears in the prolate side with β2 ∼ 0.4. Note that nuclei from 34Si to 42Ti where
included in the fitting procedure with sphericity imposed.
For the N = 28 isotonic chain, two deformed minima appear for the lighter
nuclei from 40Mg to 46Ar giving oblate and prolate coexisting shapes. From 48Ca
to 56Ni, which were included in the fit procedure, the isotones are close to spher-
ical although the minimum is slightly shifted to the oblate side from 50Ti to 54Fe.
7.5.3 Z, N = 40 subshell
In the previous sections, major shell closures were determined by looking at the
separation energies across the nuclear chart. Aside from the major shells, there
are predicted subshells created by a considerable gap when particles are arranged
using the shell model. One of these subshells appears at Z, N = 40 where either
the 2p1/2 or 1 f5/2 state is filled and a gap appears towards the 1g9/2 state. In this














































FIGURE 7.8: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plotted
against β2 parameter for N = 20 and N = 28 isotones. Plot legends
are placed in each of the panel.
section, deformations and shape coexistence are investigated in this particular
subshell using QMCπ-III.
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Figure 7.9 shows the deformation plots versus β2 values along the N = 40






































FIGURE 7.9: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plotted
against β2 parameter for N = 40 isotonic chain. Plot legends are
placed in each of the panel.
primarily spherical but with 64Cr having another minimum at around β2 ∼ 0.3.
From 70Zn to 76Kr, there appear both oblate and prolate minima which increase in
deformation as the mass increases. For 78Sr, the oblate minimum disappears giv-
ing only a highly prolate shape for the nuclei with β2 ∼ 0.5. As seen in Figure 7.7,
the symmetric 80Zr nuclei is predicted to have three shapes including a spherical
one. This behaviour is also seen in the next N = 40 isotone, 82Mo, but with the
prolate shape less pronounced and the first minimum shifting to the oblate side.
For the Zr chain shown in Figure 7.10, starting on the proton-rich side, QMCπ-
III predicts a highly deformed prolate shape for the N = 38 isotope. Again,
the symmetric 80Zr isotope appears to have tri-shape coexistence but with the
first minimum still on the prolate side. From N = 42 to N = 48, the isotopes
have oblate shapes with β2 ∼ -0.2. For the 90Zr isotope with closed neutron shell
N = 50, the deformation energy has a flat minimum but with an almost spherical
shape. The oblate minimum then continues from N = 52 to N = 56 with β2 ∼
-0.2 but at the same time, these isotopes develop a second and third minima on
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the prolate side. By N = 58 and up to N = 72, the isotopes are now primarily
prolate with β2 ∼ 0.4. The now secondary oblate shape still exists which gets







































FIGURE 7.10: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plot-
ted against β2 parameter for the Zr (Z = 40) isotopic chain. Plot
legends are placed in each of the panel.
Table 7.6 presents the β2 values for the Z, N = 40 chains from QMCπ-III along
with available data from experiment which are only available in absolute values,
as well as FRDM results.
For Zr isotopes with available data for β2 , it was seen in Figure 7.6 that devia-
tions are relatively higher on the proton-rich side. As seen from the deformation
curves, most Zr isotopes are predicted to exhibit shape coexistence so that for
the proton-rich side, there can be two or three possible shapes. From Table 7.6,
available data give β2 = 0.37 and β2 = 0.25 for N = 42 and N = 44 isotopes, re-
spectively, to which the primary shapes in QMCπ-III give relatively lower values.
The β2 corresponding to the second minimum, however, is very much compara-
ble to the values from data where QMCπ-III gives β2 ∼ 0.42 and β2 ∼ 0.30 for
N = 42 and N = 44, respectively.
The doubly-magic 90Zr isotope is expected to be spherical which is replicated
well by QMCπ-III. Data also gives almost spherical shapes up to N = 56 but
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TABLE 7.6: β2 values corresponding to the location of the first
and second deformed minima for Z, N = 40 chains obtained from
QMCπ-III. Also added for comparison are experimental data which
are only available in absolute values [52], as well as FRDM re-
sults [23].
Zr isotopes N = 40 isotones
N Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM Z Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
38 - 0.48 - 0.42 22 - 0 - 0
40 - 0.48 -0.20 0.43 24 - 0 0.26 0
42 0.37 -0.22 0.42 0.44 26 - 0.02 - 0
44 0.25 -0.18 0.30 -0.24 28 0.1 0 - 0
46 0.15 -0.16 0.14 0.01 30 0.23 0.26 -0.18 0
48 0.19 -0.12 - -0.01 32 0.24 -0.22 0.24 -0.22
50 0.09 -0.04 - 0 34 0.3 -0.24 0.24 -0.24
52 0.1 -0.14 0.12 0 36 0.41 -0.34 0.38 0.4
54 0.09 -0.18 0.20 -0.16 38 0.44 0.46 - 0.4
56 0.08 -0.18 0.46 0.24 40 - 0.48 -0.20 0.43
58 - 0.5 -0.20 0.34 42 - -0.22 0.00 0.47
60 0.36 0.44 -0.28 0.36
62 0.43 0.46 -0.20 0.38
64 - 0.46 -0.22 0.38
66 - 0.44 -0.22 0.37
68 - 0.42 -0.22 0.36
70 - 0.42 -0.22 0.36
72 - 0.48 -0.18 0.36
QMCπ-III predicts slightly oblate shapes for these isotopes. For heavier Zr with
available data, shapes are fairly reproduced in QMCπ-III. Further, β2 values for
heavier nuclei without available data, are comparable to FRDM results.
Looking at the data for N = 40 isotones, most values are well reproduced by
QMCπ-III. Note that from Z = 32 to Z = 36, where there are coexisting shapes,
the second minima in deformation energy correspond better to the experimental
β2 values.
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7.5.4 Subshell closures at N = 32 and N = 34
Some nuclear models suggest the presence of subshell closures in light isotones
along the chains of N = 32 and N = 34 [74, 75, 76, 77]. These closures are then
predicted to vanish as Z increases. In experiments using Coulomb excitation,
shell closures for elements 54Ti and 56Cr with N = 32 were confirmed [63, 64]. The
same experiments, however, also found that there are no N = 34 shell closures for
56Ti and 58Cr. Furthermore, both deep-inelastic heavy-ion experiments [78] and
β decay studies [79] confirm that there is no closure at N = 34 for 56Ti. The latter
study, however, states that there may still be a closure for 54Ca which was later
confirmed via in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy [62]. In this subsection, the presence
(or absence) of N = 32 and N = 34 subshell closures are investigated in the
region 14 ≤ Z ≤ 32, that is, from elements Si to Ge using QMCπ-III.
To first check the deformations along the N = 32 and N = 34 isotonic chains,
Figure 7.11 shows the deformation curves plotted against β2 computed from

















































FIGURE 7.11: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plot-
ted against β2 parameter for N = 32 and N = 34 isotonic chains.
Plot legends are placed in each panel.
most of the nuclei. For N = 32 chain, only 52Ca is predicted to have a spherical
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shape while for N = 34 chain, 48Si and 54Ca both have spherical shapes. This
sphericity suggests the presence of the subshell closures for the said isotopes giv-
ing them a ‘magic’ behaviour. The rest of the isotones appear to have both prolate
and oblate minima with deformations up to around |β2| ∼ 0.2. Even the semi-
magic nuclei 60Ni and 62Ni with Z = 28, are predicted to have oblate to slightly
prolate shapes having almost flat minima from β2 ∼ -0.2 to β2 ∼ 0.1.
Available data from experiment also suggest the deformed shapes for some of
the N = 32 and N = 34 isotones. Table 7.7 lists the β2 values from experiment
which are only in absolute values, from QMCπ-III results, as well as from FRDM.
Note that for QMCπ-III, coexisting shapes corresponding to the first and second
minima in deformations are listed. It is again emphasised that β2 values from
experiment are only given in absolute values.
TABLE 7.7: β2 values corresponding to the location of the first and
second deformed minima for N = 32 and N = 34 isotones obtained
from QMCπ-III. Also added for comparison are experimental data
which are only available in absolute values [52], as well as FRDM
results [23].
N = 32 N = 34
Element Z Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
Si 14 - -0.22 0.06 -0.28 - 0.00 -0.37
S 16 - 0.18 -0.19 -0.28 - 0.12 -0.06 -0.29
Ar 18 - -0.21 0.04 -0.24 - -0.18 0.04 -0.28
Ca 20 - -0.02 0 - -0.02 -0.01
Ti 22 0.18 -0.12 0.16 -0.01 - -0.12 0.1 0.13
Cr 24 - 0.22 -0.16 0.18 0.24 -0.18 0.18 0.19
Fe 26 0.26 0.22 -0.16 0.17 0.22 0.20 -0.20 0.19
Ni 28 0.21 -0.14 0.14 0 0.2 -0.20 0.08 0.11
Zn 30 0.22 0.22 -0.20 0.2 0.24 0.20 -0.22 0.19
Ge 32 - 0.22 -0.22 0.21 - -0.24 0.22 0.21
For isotones with available data, most β2 values are fairly well reproduced
by QMCπ-III. Note that from experiment, indeed, the semi-magic isotones 60Ni
and 62Ni are not spherical but both exhibit deformations. For isotones without
available experimental values, QMCπ-III can be compared with FRDM results.
Most β2 values are comparable from both models except for the light isotones
where differences are relatively larger. For 48Si, QMCπ-III predicts a spherical
shape while FRDM predicts a highly oblate shape for the nuclei. The existence of
this neutron-rich Si isotope is of particular interest in the study of N = 34 closure.
QMCπ-III predicts that 48Si is the heaviest isotope indicating the dripline along
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the Si chain. FRDM, on the other hand, predicts a slightly negative S2n value for
48Si suggesting that it falls just outside the model’s predicted dripline.
To investigate the possible closures at N = 32 and N = 34 in QMCπ-III, the
neutron single-particle spectra along these chains plotted against β2 are shown in
Figures 7.12 and 7.13, respectively. The first and second minima corresponding
to the values listed in Table 7.7 are shown as blue and red vertical dashed lines,
respectively. In addition, spherical shape is indicated by a black dotted vertical
line while the Fermi level is shown as a thick black dashed curve. The single-
particle levels are labeled on the left side of each panel. Recall in Section 3.2.1
that single-particle states are written in the form of nlj, where n is the principal
quantum number, l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number and j is
the total angular momentum. The additional fraction inside the square brackets
indicate the projection, m, of j to the symmetry axis.
At N = 32, the neutron state 2p3/2 is filled and for a subshell closure to ex-
ist, there must be a considerable gap towards the 2p1/2 state. Starting from 46Si
in Figure 7.12 and looking at the gap between the 2p states above and below
the Fermi level at the location of the minima in deformation, it can be seen that
the gap decreases as Z increases up to 54Ti. At 56Cr, the states 2p1/2 and 1 f5/2
somewhat overlap and at either the first or second minima of deformation, the
supposed shell closure disappears. Starting from 58Fe and towards the end of the
isotonic chain, 2p1/2 and 1 f5/2 states are interchanged and the gap for N = 32
closure no longer exists.
For N = 34 isotones in Figure 7.13, the neutron state 2p1/2 is filled and for a
shell closure to exist, there must be a considerable gap towards the 1 f5/2 state.
For 48Si, it can be seen that there is a considerable shell gap, even relatively larger
than the gap for N = 32 in 46Si. Moreover, this gap appears to be larger than the
N = 28 major shell gap in 48Si which may suggest an N = 34 subshell closure for
the neutron-rich Si isotope.
Starting from 50S to 56Ti, the shell gap tends to decrease as Z increases. Just as
in N = 32, the states 2p1/2 and 1 f5/2 again somewhat overlaps for 58Cr. Looking
at the single-particle levels at the location of the first minimum, the 1 f5/2 comes
below the Fermi level which entails that the N = 34 shell closure cannot exist.
Further for 60Fe and up to 66Ge, states 2p1/2 and 1 f5/2 are interchanged, suggest-
ing that there will be no N = 34 shell closure for these isotopes.






































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 7.12: QMCπ-III predictions for the neutron single-particle
spectra of each isotone along the N = 32 chain plotted against β2 .
The first and second minima corresponding to the values obtained
in Figure 7.11 are shown as blue and red dashed lines, respectively.
Sphericity is indicated by a black dotted vertical line while the Fermi
level is shown as a thick black dashed curve. The single-particle
levels are labeled on the left side of each panel.




































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 7.13: Same as in Figure 7.12 but for the N = 34 isotonic
chain.
7.5.5 Se and Gd isotopes
In Figure 7.11, it was seen that heavy isotones of N = 32 and N = 34 exhibit
coexisting shapes. In fact, the Se (Z = 34) isotopic chain is known to possess such
behaviour and has been investigated in a number of studies [71, 80, 81]. Apart
from the Se chain, some isotopes of the Gd (Z = 64) chain are also known to
display shape coexistence. As seen in Figure 7.6, the region around Z = 60 with
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N = 40 and N = 60 possess slightly higher deviations compared to other nuclei
in their isotopic chains. In this subsection, deformations for the Se and Gd chains
are studied.
Figure 7.14 shows the deformation curves plotted against β2 values along the
Se isotopic chain computed from QMCπ-III. It can be seen that all the the iso-
topes in the Se chain are predicted to have coexisting oblate and prolate shapes








































FIGURE 7.14: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plot-
ted against β2 parameter for Se (Z = 34) isotopic chain. Plot legends
are placed in each of the panel.
to having a flat minimum passing over a spherical shape . As N increases, how-
ever, the prolate minimum redevelops and persists along with the oblate shape
throughout the Se chain. In addition, the neutron-rich 94Se (N = 60), which is the
heaviest known Se isotope, develops a third prolate minimum at around β2 ∼
0.4.
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Figure 7.15 shows the deformation curves plotted against β2 values along the
Gd isotopic chain obtained from QMCπ-III. From N = 70 to N = 76, the isotopes
have prolate shapes with slowly decreasing β2 value from around 0.4 down to
0.2. A second minimum at β2 ∼ -0.3 also develops which becomes deeper as N
increases.
Moving up the Gd chain, the N = 78 isotope appears to have both prolate
and oblate shapes while for N = 80, the minimum shifts to the oblate side with
β2 ∼ -0.2. Then, the semi-magic 146Gd with N = 82 is predicted to be spherical.
The next two isotopes N = 84 and N = 86 continue to have oblate shapes but a













































FIGURE 7.15: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plot-
ted against β2 parameter for Gd (Z = 64) isotopic chain. Plot leg-
ends are placed in each of the panel.
For the rest of the Gd chain, the prolate minimum overcomes the oblate one
giving β2 ∼ 0.4 for the isotopes. The secondary oblate minimum, however, still
exists for these nuclei at around β2 ∼ -0.2 which tends to vanish up to N = 96
then again starts to redevelop as N further increases.
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Table 7.8 presents the β2 values for Se and Gd chains from QMCπ-III along
with available data from experiment and results from FRDM. Comparison with
available data, shows that QMCπ-III reproduces the β2 values fairly well. In ad-
dition, most of the β2 values are comparable with FRDM results including those
for isotopes with no available data.
TABLE 7.8: β2 values corresponding to the location of the first and
second deformed minima for Se (Z = 34) and Gd (Z = 64) iso-
topes obtained from QMCπ-III. Also added for comparison are ex-
perimental data which are only available in absolute values [52], as
well as FRDM results [23].
Se isotopes Gd isotopes
N Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM N Expt. QMCπ-III FRDM
1st 2nd 1st 2nd
30 - 0.22 -0.22 0.2 70 - 0.36 -0.28 0.32
32 - -0.26 0.22 0.22 72 - 0.42 0.30 0.3
34 - -0.26 0.22 0.23 74 - 0.26 0.40 0.25
36 0.31 -0.3 0.22 -0.31 76 - 0.24 0.36 0.22
38 0.22 -0.28 0.44 -0.3 78 - -0.18 0.30 -0.18
40 0.3 -0.24 0.24 -0.24 80 - -0.14 - -0.15
42 0.31 -0.24 0.24 -0.25 82 - -0.04 - 0
44 0.27 0.22 -0.24 0.17 84 - -0.12 0.14 0
46 0.23 0.2 -0.20 0.17 86 - -0.16 0.18 0.17
48 0.19 0.18 -0.16 0.15 88 0.21 0.38 -0.20 0.21
50 - -0.14 -0.06 0.08 90 0.31 0.36 -0.22 0.24
52 - -0.16 0.18 0.13 92 0.34 0.34 -0.24 0.26
54 - -0.2 0.22 0.17 94 0.35 0.34 -0.26 0.28
56 - 0.24 -0.22 0.21 96 0.35 0.36 -0.28 0.28
58 - -0.24 0.24 0.22 98 - 0.36 -0.26 0.29
60 - -0.26 0.24 0.34 100 - 0.36 -0.26 0.3
- 102 - 0.38 -0.26 0.31
- 104 - 0.36 -0.26 0.3
- 106 - 0.34 -0.26 0.29
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7.6 Neutron-deficient Pb region
Lead isotopes, having a magic proton number, are naturally believed to have
spherical shapes. FRDM and SV-min, for instance, both give β2 ∼ 0 signifying
sphericity for the entire Pb chain. Data from experiment have shown, however,
that the neutron-deficient Pb region as well as isotopes of Pt and Hg, exhibit
shape coexistence giving these isotopes some deformation [82]. In another ex-
periment [83], a triple shape behaviour for the 186Pb isotope was confirmed. In
Ref. [84], the neutron-deficient Pb isotopes are found to be primarily spherical
albeit having some deformed states. In this section, deformations and shape co-
existence are studied in the said region using QMCπ-III. Most importantly, the
consequences of such deformations to charge radii and optical shifts are investi-
gated.
Figure 7.16 shows the deformation energies versus β2 for the Pt, Hg and Pb




























































FIGURE 7.16: QMCπ-III predictions for deformation energies plot-
ted against β2 parameter for neutron-deficient Pt, Hg and Pb iso-
topic chains. Plot legends are placed in each of the panel.
Hg chains, isotopes with 100 ≤ N ≤ 104 have primary prolate shapes with β2 ∼
0.3 but a secondary oblate minimum also develops at β2 ∼ -0.3. Starting from
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N = 106 to N = 110, the isotopes are predicted to have almost coexisting shapes
on the prolate and oblate sides with |β2| ∼ 0.3. From N = 112 to N = 120, the
deformations decrease towards sphericity as N increases.
For the Pb chain, isotopes with 100 ≤ N ≤ 104 are predicted to have three
coexisting shapes: spherical, oblate and prolate. Further, these isotopes possess
two oblate and two prolate minima corresponding to low and high deformations.
For N = 106 and N = 108, the prolate minima becomes relatively shallow giving
these isotopes primary oblate shapes with β2 ∼ -0.2. Starting from N = 110, the
prolate minima redevelops but at a lower deformation with β2 ∼ 0.1 while the
oblate minimum still persists. Just as in Pt and Hg, as N further increases, the
deformations tend to decrease towards spherical shapes up to N = 120.
Figure 7.17 shows the deformation parameter from QMCπ-III plotted against
N along the Pt, Hg and Pb isotopic chains. The first three minima determined
from the deformation curves in Figure 7.16 are shown whenever these minima
exist. Also shown are available β2 values from experiment [52].
Comparing QMCπ-III results to available data, it can be seen that in some
cases, it is not the first minimum which coincides with experiment but either the
second or third identified minima from the deformation curves. In the Pt chain,
the primary prolate shape is consistent with data for most of the isotopes except
for N = 110 and N = 112 where the second minima are closer to experimental
value. For the Hg chain, scarce data suggests almost spherical shapes for some of
the isotopes. From QMCπ-III, the third minima coincides better with experiment
for 100 ≤ N ≤ 108 while the second minima gives the spherical shapes for the
rest of chain shown in the plot. For the Pb chain, there are no available data for
deformation but the isotopes are expected to be mostly spherical since they are
semi-magic. From QMCπ-III deformation curves, however, it was already seen
that neutron-deficient Pb can have two to three coexisting shapes. Looking at the
β2 values, the spherical shapes correspond to the third minima for 100 ≤ N ≤ 108
while the second minima gives β2 ∼ 0 for 110 ≤ N ≤ 120 just as in the Hg chain.
Since most of the nuclei exhibit coexisting shapes, the values for rms charge
radius will also be affected depending on the deformation. Figures 7.18 to 7.20
show the rms charge radius and isotopic shifts from chosen reference nuclei along
Pt, Hg and Pb chains, corresponding to the different deformations in Figure 7.17.
Available data are included for comparison.
For the Pt chain in Figure 7.18, the predicted Rch from QMCπ-III are slightly
overestimated by up to around 0.05 fm. Nevertheless, the ‘bump’ that forms at
























FIGURE 7.17: Deformation parameter β2 from QMCπ-III plotted
against N along the Pt, Hg and Pb isotopic chains. The first three
minima determined from the deformation curves in Figure 7.16 are
shown whenever these minima exist. Experimental data are taken
from Ref. [52] and errors are smaller than the symbols used in the
plot. Plot legend is located at the bottom panel.
100 ≤ N ≤ 110 from experiment is somewhat replicated. Further, there ap-
pears a steady increase in Rch for 110 ≤ N ≤ 120 which is also reproduced from
QMCπ-III. Note however, that along the chain, the second or third minimum for
deformation can at times give closer values for charge radius to those from data
compared to the first minimum.
For the isotopic shift from the reference isotope 194Pt with N = 116, it can
again be seen that either the first or second minima give closer values to data in
the lighter region of the chain. For N = 110 and N = 112, the first minimum is a
bit far off from data and either the second or third minima gives better values for
δ〈r2〉 . For the rest of the chain, the first minima replicate the experimental values
fairly well.



































FIGURE 7.18: rms charge radius and isotopic shifts from A = 194
for Pt isotopic chain, corresponding to the β2 values shown in Fig-
ure 7.17. Experimental data are taken from Ref. [50] and errors are
smaller than the symbols used in the plot. Plot legend is located at
the bottom panel.
Figure 7.19 shows the charge radii and optical shifts for the Hg chain. The
‘bump’ at the lighter side of the chain now barely exists, giving an almost steady
increase for both Rch and δ〈r2〉 from experimental data. However, the first min-
ima for deformation from QMCπ-III still predict this ‘bump’ at 102 ≤ N ≤ 110.
As seen in Figure 7.17 for the Hg chain, the third minima give the almost spherical
shapes suggested by data. Thus, for charge radius, the third minima give closer
values to those from experiment for lighter isotopes. For the heavier side of the
chain, predictions for Rch have slightly steeper slope compared to the trend from
data so that residuals relatively increased. At the bottom panel for isotopic shifts
from the reference isotope 198Hg with N = 118, QMCπ-III results corresponding
to the third minima, again give a steeper slope resulting in slightly higher resid-
uals for light isotopes of Hg. The first and second minima tend to overemphasize
the ‘bump’ on the lighter side thereby giving larger residuals compared to those
from the third minima.







































FIGURE 7.19: Same as in Figure 7.18 but for the Hg chain with refer-
ence isotope A = 198 for the isotopic shift.
For the Pb chain in Figure 7.20, Rch again favors the spherical shapes deter-
mined by the third minima of deformation curves for the light isotopes. Then,
the second minimum takes over in giving spherical shapes for the heavier iso-
topes in the plot, thereby resulting in lower residuals compared to the values
obtained from taking the deformed shapes. The slope for Rch is again slightly
steeper from QMCπ-III compared to experiment, but nevertheless, the model
gives small residuals of only up to around 0.03 fm. The resulting isotopic shifts
in QMCπ-III from the reference isotope 208Pb, differs slightly from experiment,
where data shows a small ‘bump’ to almost linear trend on the light side of the
chain.


































FIGURE 7.20: Same as in Figure 7.18 but for the Pb chain with refer-
ence isotope A = 208 for the isotopic shift.
As investigated in this chapter, the QMC model showed plausible results for
several observables of even-even nuclei across the nuclear chart. Predictions for
energies and radii were improved as the model developed and are even better
than those of other models, despite having significantly fewer number of model
parameters. Nuclear deformations, though not part of the fit, were also fairly well
reproduced from the QMC model. Predictions for shape coexistence in several






The quark-meson coupling (QMC) model provides a description of nuclear struc-
ture starting from quarks composing a nucleon so that the nuclear interaction
is described through their exchange of mesons. In the QMC framework, the
intermediate-range attraction is described through the σ meson while the short-
range repulsion comes from the ω and the ρ mesons. Apart from the central part
derived from QMC, full spin-orbit interaction and spin-tensor effects naturally
arise in the model so that their contributions do not add new parameters to the
model. In addition, long-range single-pion exchange is incorporated by employ-
ing a low density approximation. To fully describe the structure and properties
of finite nuclei, the mean-field contribution coming from the QMC model is aug-
mented by pairing interaction, Coulomb effects and center-of-mass correction. In
the latest version of the model, QMCπ-III, the pairing contribution was further
derived from the model itself, so that the additional pairing parameters were ex-
pressed in terms of the existing QMC parameters. QMCπ-III then contains a total
of only five parameters to describe properties of both nuclear matter and finite
nuclei.
Even with the significantly reduced number of parameters compared to other
nuclear models, QMC has proven to be very successful in describing several nu-
clear properties. The improvements done in the latest model produced nuclear
matter properties which are well within the acceptable ranges. Both the slope of
symmetry energy and nuclear incompressibility values are improved compared
to the earlier versions, thus giving values that are compatible with experimen-
tal data. Meanwhile, other saturation properties of infinite nuclear matter such
as the saturation density, binding energy per nucleon and symmetry energy, are
well-reproduced as before.
The success of the QMC model is even more seen in its description for the
structure and properties of finite nuclei which is the focus of this research. To
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obtain the best fit parameters of the model, a derivative-free optimisation algo-
rithm, known as POUNDeRS, was employed. A set of doubly- and semi-magic
nuclei with available binding energies and charge radii, were chosen to be in-
cluded in the fitting procedure. These nuclear observables enter as data points
in the optimisation, and the chi-squared value was minimised to find the best fit
parameters. With the final set of QMC parameters, several properties of finite
nuclei were then calculated and compared with available data, as well as with
results from other nuclear models.
In the study of finite nuclei for this research, the QMC model was first used to
calculate nuclear observables along magic chains of nuclei which were included
in the fitting procedure. Binding energies and rms charge radii were calculated
and shown to have improved values as the model developed. Aside from the
fit observables, several other properties were computed along the magic chains
and compared to available data. Charge density distributions for some chosen
doubly-magic nuclei were shown to be compatible with data from electron scat-
tering experiments. While the diffraction radius and surface thickness observ-
ables were not included in the optimisation of the later versions of the QMC
model, it was shown that their inclusion did not alter the overall fit that much.
The predictions for these two radius parameters remained almost the same even
when they were included as data points in the fit.
Other observables related to the size of finite nuclei, namely the optical shift
and skin thickness, were also calculated and shown to be comparable to data.
Energy observables which reveal the shell structure of finite nuclei were also in-
vestigated. By computing two-neutron separation energies and shell gaps, it was
shown that the QMC model was able to replicate the shell closures really well.
Furthermore, single-particle energies and spin-orbit splittings of doubly-magic
nuclei were fairly well reproduced within the model, even if these observables
were not part of the fit. Finally for magic chains of isotopes and isotones, predic-
tions for the proton and neutron driplines were computed from QMC to deter-
mine their bounds in the nuclear chart.
Going up the chart, the QMC model was tested in its predictions for the super-
heavy region. It was seen, even in its early versions, that the model was already
able to give outstanding results for superheavy elements (SHE), even better com-
pared to other existing nuclear models. With the latest developments in QMC, it
was shown that nuclear properties were better resolved compared to the results
from previous versions. Binding energies were much improved in QMCπ-III,
giving an rms deviation of only 0.03% where results from previous versions were
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three to four times more. This binding energy deviation was also much better
compared to those of other models which yielded up to more than ten times the
% deviation found using QMC. Another significant improvement from calcula-
tions using the latest model, were the predictions for subshell closures which
were not seen in the previous versions. The subshell closures at neutron number
N = 152 and N = 162 were very well replicated by computing the two-neutron
separation energies and shell gaps in the superheavy region. These subshell clo-
sures were also revealed by computing the Qα energies, where plots show dips
in Qα values at these closures. From Qα energies of SHE, the half-lives against α
decay were also computed using the Viola-Seaborg relationship and were shown
to be of a quality comparable to the results found in other existing models. In
addition, proton and neutron driplines in the superheavy region were also iden-
tified from two-particle separation energies using QMCπ-III. Nuclear shapes of
SHE were investigated in detail from the deformation energy plots against the
quadrupole deformation parameter, β2. These plots reveal shape coexistence in
some SHE where, in their ground-states, they can have simultaneous oblate, pro-
late and spherical shapes. Since there are no data for quadrupole deformations
in the superheavy region, QMC predictions were instead compared with those of
existing nuclear models. QMC results for β2 were shown to be very comparable
with those of its counterparts along the isotopic chains of SHE.
With the success of the QMC model in predictions along magic chains and in
the superheavy region, calculations were extended to all even-even nuclei across
the present nuclear chart. Note that most of these nuclei were not included in
the fit, as only chosen magic nuclei were included in the parameter optimisation.
Surprisingly, QMC results showed spectacular results for all even-even nuclei.
Binding energies and charge radii were reproduced well and results were much
improved in the QMCπ-III version, yielding rms deviations from experiment of
only 0.29% and 0.50%, respectively. These results are even better compared to
the predictions of most of the other models. The major shell closures are repli-
cated throughout the chart as seen from computing the two-particle separation
energies and shell gaps. Qα energies and half-lives against α decay are also fairly
well reproduced with residuals that are comparable with results found in other
models. Interestingly, nuclear deformation which was not part of the fitting pro-
cedure was also predicted well from QMC. Results for quadrupole deformation
are at par with those of the FRDM model, which has always been referenced in
literature for energies and deformations. QMCπ-III and FRDM both gave an rms
deviation of around 30% when compared to available data for β2 values.
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Related to deformations, shape coexistence was also investigated in several re-
gions in the nuclear chart. It was shown that symmetric nuclei, some N = 28 iso-
tones, the Z, N = 40 chains, and the Se and Gd isotopic chains, exhibit coexisting
shapes in their ground states. The β2 values obtained from QMC agree well with
experimental data as well as with FRDM results. In addition, the possible shell
closures for N = 32 and N = 34 isotones were also investigated where ground-
state shape coexistence also exists. QMC results coincide well with present data
where these two closures are seen for 52,54Ca as well as up to 56Cr for the N = 32
closure, but are no longer present starting from 56 Ti for the N = 34 closure.
Further from QMCπ-III, these two closures disappear for isotones heavier than
Cr.
The neutron-deficient Pb region was also studied in terms of deformations
and sizes as experiments has shown that some of the light isotopes in this re-
gion exhibit shape coexistence. This was indeed seen from QMCπ-III predictions,
yielding triple shapes particularly around 186Pb. Due to the differing ground-
state shapes, nuclear sizes in this region are also affected. It was seen that for
some isotopes in this region, instead of the first minima of the deformation plots
computed from QMC, the second or third minima can coincide better with exper-
imental data.
Overall, the QMC model has been shown to be very successful in describing
both nuclear matter and finite nuclear systems. It is stressed that with just five pa-
rameters in the present model, the physics of nuclear structure is well described
and a number of nuclear properties are reproduced. In the future, more calcula-
tions will be performed in order to study nuclear properties in other regions of
the nuclear chart. The structure of odd-mass nuclei, which was not included in
this writeup, will be investigated using the QMC model. The versatility of the
model may also be explored to study several other nuclear observables as well as




The developments done in the QMC model as well as in its optimisation, led to
two research papers reporting significant improvements in both the model and
its predictions. Summaries of these papers are outlined here accompanied by the
statements of authorship.
A.1 QMCπ-II paper
K. L. Martinez, A. W. Thomas, J. R. Stone, and P. A. M. Guichon. “Parame-
ter optimization for the latest quark-meson coupling energy-density functional”.
In: Phys. Rev. C 100 (2019), p. 024333. DOI : 10.1103/PhysRevC.100.024333.
https://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevC.100.024333.
In this paper, the QMCπ-II version of the model, containing higher-order den-
sity dependences and both time and space components of the spin-orbit contribu-
tion, was presented. The fitting procedure through a derivative-free optimisation
algorithm was also discussed along with the parameter constraints determined
by nuclear matter properties and the data sets that were included in the fit to fi-
nite nuclei. After the optimisation, the final QMCπ-II parameters were used to
calculate several observables of finite nuclei.
QMCπ-II results were found to be consistent to those of QMCπ-I [53] for nu-
clear observables included in the fit, namely, the binding energies, charge radii
and pairing gaps. Compared to QMC-I [8], predictions were also improved ex-
cept for binding energies where there was a slight increase in deviations. It was
emphasized, however, that the slope of symmetry energy and nuclear incom-
pressibility were significantly improved in QMCπ-II compared to the values ob-
tained from the previous versions.
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Calculations for binding energies and charge radii were also extended to all
even-even nuclei across the nuclear chart. QMCπ-II yielded results which were
comparable to those with other nuclear models, despite having significantly fewer
number of model parameters.
Other nuclear observables, not included in the fit, were also computed. Pre-
dictions for two-nucleon separation energies reproduced the shell closures fairly
well and were comparable with results from other models. Isotopic shifts in
charge radii and neutron skin thickness were also calculated, where again, QMCπ-
II yielded results consistent with data. In addition, the single-particle states of
some chosen doubly-magic nuclei were shown to agree reasonably well with ex-
periment. Nuclear deformations were not included in the fitting procedure, yet,
QMCπ-II obtained good predictions particularly for the Gd isotopic chain. Fur-
thermore, giant monopole resonances (GMR) of some isotopes were computed
and checked against data. QMCπ-II showed satisfactory agreement with GMR
data, thus confirming the low incompressibility value obtained in this version of
the model. Lastly, QMCπ-II results for binding energy deviations for the super-
heavy region were seen to be consistent and, in some nuclei even better, com-
pared to those of other models.
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A.2 QMCπ-III paper
K. L. Martinez, A. W. Thomas, P. A. M. Guichon, and J. R. Stone. “Tensor and pair-
ing interactions within the quark-meson coupling energy-density functional”. In:
Phys. Rev. C 102 (3 2020), p. 034304. DOI : 10.1103/PhysRevC. 102.034304.
https://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevC.102.034304.
In this paper, the QMCπ-III version of the model containing the additional
spin-tensor contributions and a QMC-derived pairing interaction, was presented.
Just as in QMCπ-II, this version also includes higher-order density dependence
in the σ Hamiltonian part, but was taken in its full expansion instead of using
Padé approximation. This latest version also maintains both time and space com-
ponents of the spin-orbit interaction.
For the model optimisation, the same algorithm was used as in QMCπ-II
and the fit was done with the same set of nuclei. However, for the observables,
QMCπ-III was only fitted to binding energies and charge radii, and was no longer
fitted to pairing gaps. The extra pairing strength parameters were fully expressed
in terms of the existing QMC parameters in this current version, which were cho-
sen to be fitted to energies and charge radii only.
The inclusion of the spin-tensor terms in the model did not alter the final
QMCπ-III parameters that much when compared to the QMCπ-II parameter set.
However, its addition improved the predictions for binding energies for all even-
even nuclei across the nuclear chart. These improvements were studied along
semi-magic chains of Ca, Sn, Ni and Pb, where indeed, the spin-tensor contribu-
tion generally resulted to lower binding energy deviations. Meanwhile, QMCπ-
III results for charge radii were seen to be almost the same as in the previous
QMC versions.
The effect of spin-tensor was further investigated in single-particle (sp) ener-
gies and nuclear deformations. It was seen that its inclusion had a little effect on
the levels of sp spectra of some chosen doubly-magic nuclei. It was emphasised
that there were no new parameters for spin-tensor component and that the fit did
not include sp data. For deformations, however, the spin-tensor effects were seen
to alter the minimum of deformation energies for the Zr chain, by creating flatter
or deeper minimum. Quadrupole deformation parameter, β2, remained almost
the same, with or without tensor along the Zr chain, and were seen to be fairly
compatible with few available data.
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The QMCπ-III version was subjected to both volume and surface pairing,
through a constant δ force and a density-dependent δ interaction, respectively.
For volume pairing, additional pairing strength parameters were fitted, while for
surface pairing, the parameters were expressed in terms of the QMC parameters
derived from the model itself. It was seen that the two pairing functionals yielded
similar results for binding energies and charge radii. The highlight, however, was
in the predictions for shell closures where the QMC-derived pairing interaction
was seen to reproduce the peaks in shell gaps expected from experimental data.
Particularly in the superheavy region, the previous QMC versions fail to predict
the presence of some subshell closures. These closures were correctly predicted
in QMCπ-III with the density-dependent pairing force.
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In the QMC model, calculation of the energy density functional involves the
product of one body operators
H(~r) =
∫
d~r : AB . . . Z : (B.1)
where the operators are in the form A = ∑i,j Aija†i aj. The expectation value of
the product of these operators, 〈F| : AB . . . Z : |F〉, with |F〉 = a†i1 a
†
i2
. . . |0〉 and ::
denoting normal ordering with respect to |0〉, can be expressed in terms of Fermi
traces, T̃r, defined as
T̃r [AB . . . Z] = ∑
i,j,k...m∈F
AijBjk . . . Zmi . (B.2)
For instance, for a two-body operator,
〈F| : AB : |F〉 = T̃r [A] T̃r [B]− T̃r [AB] . (B.3)
In this section, the necessary Fermi traces and expectation values for the calcu-
lation of the energy contributions to the total QMC Hamiltonian, are listed. The
derivations of the expressions for Fermi traces can be found in Appendix C of
Ref. [85].
〈D〉 = ρ
〈ξ〉 = τ − 1
2
∇2ρ
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where Smm′ = δmm′m2 + 12 (δm,m′+1 + δm′,m+1).
B.2 The fluctuation part of Hσ
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This can be simplified by using p∇2p = −(~∇p)2 = −p′2(~∇ρ)2, and dropping




































































B.3 Derivation of the time and space components for
spin-orbit interaction
In the last two versions of the QMC model, QMCπ-II and QMCπ-III, the calcu-
lation for the spin-orbit (SO) part is done starting from the Bonn potential. This
calculation is justified by the fact that only the two-body SO interactions are kept
in the derivation. To compute for the Hartree-Fock energy density, the two-body


















where p is the momentum, and σ, τ = ±1/2 are the spin and isospin projections.
With VOBE = Vσ + Vω + Vρ, the meson contributions for spin-orbit can then be
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separately written as





~p1 + ~p2 − ~p′1 − ~p′2
)
(B.4)
× ū(p1σ1)u(p′1σ′1)ū(p2σ2)u(p′2σ′2)δ(τ1, τ′1)δ(τ2, τ′2) ,

































































where τa (a = 1, 2, 3) are the isospin Pauli matrices and µIS,IV = 1 + F
s,v
2 are the
isoscalar and isovector magnetic moments, respectively, with values computed
from the physical magnetic moments of protons and neutrons:
µIS = µp + µn ∼ 0.9 ,
µIV = µp − µn ∼ 4.7 .
B.3.1 Time part
In the earlier versions, QMC-I and QMCπ-I, the time part of SO interaction was
derived within the QMC framework, as discussed in Section 2.4. It is emphasised
that the following derivations for the time part starting from the Bonn potential,
agrees with the earlier derivations. Thus, only the space part is in fact new in the
total SO contribution.
In this subsection, the time part of the SO contribution, labelled with ‘SO1’,
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will be computed. In the calculation, the following approximations are imple-
mented, taking only the leading term in velocity:








For the σ exchange, from Eqs. (B.4) and (B.7),


















and for the ω and ρ vector mesons, from Eqs. (B.5)-(B.6) and (B.8),
〈~p1 . . . |VSO1ω |~p′1 . . . 〉 = i

















〈~p1 . . . |VSO1ρ |~p′1 . . . 〉 = i
















where I is the unit matrix. With the single-particle wavefunction,
φα(~p, σ, τ) = (2π)−3/2
∫
d~rφα(~r, σ, τ)ei~p·~r , (B.9)
from where the HF Slater determinant is built, and further using time reversal





















a†α2 aα′2 aα′1 .
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φ∗α(rστ)~σσσ′ × ~∇φα′(rσ′τ)a†αaα′ .




aα′2 aα′1〉 = (B.10)[
δ(α1, α′1)δ(α2, α
′
2)− δ(α1, α′2)δ(α2, α′1)
]
Θ(α1 ∈ F)Θ(α2 ∈ F) ,





dr〈: ~J · ~∇D :〉 .
The expectation value is solved using the Fermi traces in Appendix (B.1) which
gives



















This is just the same computation for the ω meson except for the factor. Hence,
for the isoscalar part, the σ and ω contribution to the time part of the spin-orbit is
〈VSO1σω 〉 =
Gσ + Gω(2µIS − 1)
4M2
∫
dr〈: ~J · ~∇D :〉
= −CIS
[













[Gσ + Gω (2µIS − 1)] .







dr : ~Ja · ~∇Da :〉 .
Using Fermi traces for the expectation value yields
〈∑
a








































where Smm′ = δmm′m2 + 12 (δm,m′+1 + δm′,m+1) with m = 1/2 for proton and m =
−1/2 for neutron. Upon simplification, the ρ contribution for the time part of the
spin-orbit is then
















(2µIV − 1) Gρ .
B.3.2 Space part of the vector mesons
Just as in the time part, only the leading term in the spin-orbit contribution are
kept for the space component of the vector mesons using the approximation:




~σσσ′ × (~p− ~p′)
2M
. (B.12)
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Using Eqs. (B.5) and (B.12), the space components, labelled with ‘SO2’, are given
by,




























and a similar expression coming from the ρ meson using Eqs. (B.6) and (B.12).
Upon simplification and noting that ~p2−~p′2 = ~p′1−~p1, the following expressions
are obtained,




































Using Eq. (B.9) for the single-particle wavefunction, the space component of spin-






























a†α2 aα′2 aα′1 .
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Its expectation value is calculated using Eq. (B.10), to get









































δ f f ′
4
[





~∇ [φα(~rσ f )] φ∗α(rσ′ f ′) =
δ f f ′
4
[
δσσ′~∇ρ f + i~σσσ′ ×~J f
]
, (B.14)
which then allows to write
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= −4i~A · ~B . (B.17)
so that







4i~Jτ · ~∇ρτ + 4~∇ρτ · i~Jτ + 4i~Jτ ·~Jτ
]
.
The final expression for the ω meson contribution to the space part of the spin-








































dr : Pa · ~∇×~Σa : .
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Again, the expectation value is computed using Eq. (B.10) so that






















































Performing an integration by parts on ∇j, gives














































































τaτ2τ1 Xτ2 = 4Sτ1τ2 Xτ1 Xτ2 ,
where Sτ1τ2 = δτ1τ2τ
2 + 12 (δτ1), allows Eq. (B.18) to be written as
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Rewriting the expressions for X j,iτ1,2 in Eqs. (B.19) and (B.20) gives





















































This is further simplified by using the spin formulae in Eq. (B.15) to get

































B.3.3 Summary for spin-orbit contribution
To summarise, the full two-body spin-orbit Hamiltonian from QMC with both



















































where, again, the coefficients CIS,IV are defined as








(2µIV − 1) Gρ .
The spin-tensor J2 terms, which are the last two terms of Eq. (B.22), can be

















B.4 Derivation of single-pion exchange contribution
In this section, derivation for the single-pion contribution, taken from Ref. [25], is
laid out. Consider a nucleon in a nuclear pion field φα. The pionic interaction at




d~r~jαπ(~r) · ~∇φα(~r) ,
where gA = 1.26 and fπ = 0.93 MeV. For proton and neutron flavors, the density
of pionic source is defined as





j(~r, σ′, m′)a†i aj .










with G(~r −~r′) = (2π)−3
∫
d~qei~q·(~r−~r
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In the last equation, the non-local density is defined as ρ(~r,~r′) = ∑i,j∈F φi(r)φ∗i(r′)


















Within the local density approximation, the density ρ(~r,~r′) is computed at ~R =











where kF is the Fermi momentum at the local density ~R. Finally, the energy from
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